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Parsons, Susan

From: Jenna Garmon <jenna@climatesolutions.org>
Sent: Wednesday, November 04, 2015 12:43 PM
To: fish@ci.portland.or.us; Commissioner Novick; Commissioner Saltzman; Hales, Mayor; 

Commissioner Fritz; Council Clerk – Testimony
Cc: Sheeran, Kristen
Subject: [User Approved] Oil Train Resolution and Fossil Fuel Policy
Attachments: 2015-11-04 Climate Solutions letter Portland FF Policy.pdf

Dear Mayor Hales and Commissioners,

Please accept these comments (attached and below) on the proposed oil train resolution and the fossil fuel policy
submitted by Kristen Sheeran on behalf of Climate Solutions.

Thank you for the opportunity to comment on both: 1) the policy opposing all project proposals that would increase the
amount of crude oil being transported by rail through the City of Portland and the City of Vancouver; and 2) the
resolution to oppose expansion of infrastructure whose primary purpose is transporting or storing fossil fuels in or
through Portland or adjacent waterways. Climate Solutions is a regional non profit working to accelerate practical and
profitable solutions to global warming. For more than 15 years, Climate Solutions has been working to implement
energy efficiency, renewable energy, and carbon reduction policies that demonstrate that clean energy and broadly
shared economic prosperity go hand in hand. The City of Portland has long reflected the bold leadership and thoughtful
attention to fair and effective climate solutions that we support.With respect to these two items before you, Climate
Solutions strongly opposes expansion of coal and oil transportation, storage, and export facilities in Portland.

As a core member of the Stand Up To Oil Coalition, Climate Solutions opposes the expansion of oil terminals and an
increase in oil transport through the Northwest, while working to improve safety measures for oil currently traveling
through the region. Oil companies are moving fast with efforts to expand operations in the Northwest. The oil terminal
proposed in Vancouver along the Columbia River would be the largest in the country. These projects put our
communities at risk from explosive oil train derailments, huge increases in rail traffic, and spills from trains, tankers, and
barges. And each additional project adds to the problem of carbon pollution and climate disruption. Dangerous types of
oil – volatile Bakken crude from the Midwest and toxic tar sands oil from Canada – pose unique risks to public health and
the environment. By joining other Columbia River communities that have passed strong resolutions against oil by rail,
including Vancouver, Scappoose, Rainer, Hood River, Washougal, Camas, and The Dalles, the City of Portland can create
a united front to prevent the Northwest from becoming a thoroughfare for crude oil.

Climate Solutions has also been a central player in the Power Past Coal Coalition to oppose coal export in Oregon and
Washington. Coal export proposals threaten Portland’s (and Oregon’s) legacy as a leader in the quest for a clean energy
future, and would have significant climate and environmental impacts on our communities with negligible economic
benefit to show for it. Coal is the dirtiest, most carbon intensive fossil fuel. Coal export – which is directly linked to
development of coal based energy infrastructure in Asia and elsewhere – would make it virtually impossible to stabilize
climate pollution at safe levels. If we continue to invest in long lived, capital intensive coal power infrastructure, we will
be irrevocably locked in to global emission trajectories that guarantee catastrophic climate change.

The tide of global energy investment is turning. The cost of renewables continue to fall – the cost for new wind power in
the U.S. is below $100 a megawatt hour, on par with coal and likely to continue to fall. U.S. oil firms are reporting
sharply lower profits. The US coal industry is in decline, as are coal imports in major Asian coal consuming countries. A
growing number of nations are adopting more aggressive climate targets and policies, such as China’s recently
announced cap and trade policy and the INDD’s in anticipation of Paris. The clean energy revolution is underway, and
these investments in renewable energy must be ramped up to transition to a low carbon future.
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Portland and the Northwest has been and should remain a leader in the transition from fossil fuels to a new energy
economy. Proponents of coal and oil infrastructure projects pose a false choice between environmental protection and
the economy. Pioneers in energy efficiency, renewable energy, and sustainable fuels call the City of Portland and the
Northwest home for a reason. We can succeed economically by innovating, commercializing and marketing energy
strategies that reduce fossil fuel dependence, promote clean development, and deliver real climate solutions.

Thank you for your continued bold leadership on climate and clean energy.

Respectfully,

Kristen Sheeran, Oregon Director

Jenna Garmon | Research Analyst 
Climate Solutions – 15+ Years of Practical Solutions to Global Warming 
Office: 503-548-2542 | Cell: 541-868-7822 
610 SW Broadway, Suite 306 - Portland, OR 97205 
ClimateCast | Facebook | Twitter

Register today: Climate Solutions 7th Annual Dinner: Regional Leadership – Global Impacts on Thursday, 
November 12, Hilton Portland - with keynote speaker, Danny Kennedy, Managing Director of California Clean 
Energy Fund (CalCEF), and globally recognized sustainability activist, businessperson, and opinion leader. 
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November 4, 2015 
 
Portland City Council 
City of Portland 
1221 SW 4th Ave. 
Portland, OR 97204 
 
RE: Policy opposing oil-by-rail transportation and Resolution to oppose expansion of fossil fuel 
infrastructure   
 
Dear Mayor Hales and Members of City Council, 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on both: 1) the policy opposing all project proposals that 
would increase the amount of crude oil being transported by rail through the City of Portland and the 
City of Vancouver; and 2) the resolution to oppose expansion of infrastructure whose primary purpose is 
transporting or storing fossil fuels in or through Portland or adjacent waterways. Climate Solutions is a 
regional non-profit working to accelerate practical and profitable solutions to global warming. For more 
than 15 years, Climate Solutions has been working to implement energy efficiency, renewable energy, 
and carbon reduction policies that demonstrate that clean energy and broadly shared economic 
prosperity go hand-in-hand. The City of Portland has long reflected the bold leadership and thoughtful 
attention to fair and effective climate solutions that we support. With respect to these two items 
before you, Climate Solutions strongly opposes expansion of coal and oil transportation, storage, and 
export facilities in Portland.  
 
As a core member of the Stand Up To Oil Coalition, Climate Solutions opposes the expansion of oil 
terminals and an increase in oil transport through the Northwest, while working to improve safety 
measures for oil currently traveling through the region. Oil companies are moving fast with efforts to 
expand operations in the Northwest. The oil terminal proposed in Vancouver along the Columbia River 
would be the largest in the country. These projects put our communities at risk from explosive oil train 
derailments, huge increases in rail traffic, and spills from trains, tankers, and barges. And each additional 
project adds to the problem of carbon pollution and climate disruption. Dangerous types of oil – volatile 
Bakken crude from the Midwest and toxic tar sands oil from Canada – pose unique risks to public health 
and the environment. By joining other Columbia River communities that have passed strong resolutions 
against oil-by-rail, including Vancouver, Scappoose, Rainer, Hood River, Washougal, Camas, and The 
Dalles, the City of Portland can create a united front to prevent the Northwest from becoming a 
thoroughfare for crude oil. 
 
Climate Solutions has also been a central player in the Power Past Coal Coalition to oppose coal export 
in Oregon and Washington. Coal export proposals threaten Portland’s (and Oregon’s) legacy as a leader 
in the quest for a clean energy future, and would have significant climate and environmental impacts on 
our communities with negligible economic benefit to show for it. Coal is the dirtiest, most carbon-
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intensive fossil fuel. Coal export – which is directly linked to development of coal-based energy 
infrastructure in Asia and elsewhere – would make it virtually impossible to stabilize climate pollution at 
safe levels. If we continue to invest in long-lived, capital-intensive coal power infrastructure, we will be 
irrevocably locked in to global emission trajectories that guarantee catastrophic climate change. 
 
The tide of global energy investment is turning. The cost of renewables continue to fall – the cost for 
new wind power in the U.S. is below $100 a megawatt-hour, on par with coal and likely to continue to 
fall. U.S. oil firms are reporting sharply lower profits. The US coal industry is in decline, as are coal 
imports in major Asian coal consuming countries. A growing number of nations are adopting more 
aggressive climate targets and policies, such as China’s recently announced cap-and-trade policy and the 
INDD’s in anticipation of Paris. The clean energy revolution is underway, and these investments in 
renewable energy must be ramped up to transition to a low carbon future. 
 
Portland and the Northwest has been and should remain a leader in the transition from fossil fuels to a 
new energy economy. Proponents of coal and oil infrastructure projects pose a false choice between 
environmental protection and the economy. Pioneers in energy efficiency, renewable energy, and 
sustainable fuels call the City of Portland and the Northwest home for a reason. We can succeed 
economically by innovating, commercializing and marketing energy strategies that reduce fossil fuel 
dependence, promote clean development, and deliver real climate solutions.    
 
Thank you for your continued bold leadership on climate and clean energy. 
 
Respectfully, 

    
Kristen Sheeran, Oregon Director    
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Parsons, Susan

From: Joyce Weir <jaweir@povn.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:31 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

As a native of Oregon I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to 
prohibit new fossil fuel transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is 
serious about curbing dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a 
throughway for dirty fossil fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a 
cleaner energy future. I also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Joyce Weir 
Box 973 
Newport, WA 99156 
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Parsons, Susan

From: jan and larry Slobin <janetjs@comcast.net>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:44 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: //we support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

We strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil 
fuel transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about 
curbing dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty 
fossil fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy 
future. We also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

We urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

jan and larry Slobin 
2340 NW Brewer Kabe 
Portland, OR 97229 
503-200-2202
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Parsons, Susan

From: Craig Heverly <heverlyjc@hevanet.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 1:36 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony; Saltzman, Dan; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Novick
Subject: Council meeting Thurs.

I am writing asking you to join Mayor Hales and Councilor Fritz in supporting the proposed measure to ban 
future development of fossil fuel infrastructure. When my wife and I moved to Portland twenty years ago it was 
largely a decision based on reputation. It was the type of place we wanted to call home for our family. This 
measure will go a long way toward building on that good reputation, We would be saying to the world,  "This is 
a place that looks to the future, not only of our immediate area but of the whole planet. We are not willing to be 
the servants of a dirty, destructive, deadly 19th century power source. We are looking to a new creation based 
on sustainable and life-giving sources of energy." It is a beautiful vision. Please support it. 

Thank you. 

Craig Heverly 
4814 SE 30th Ave #131 
Portland, OR 97202 
(503) 235-7144 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Craig Heverly <heverlyjc@hevanet.com>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 5:06 PM
To: Commissioner Novick; Commissioner Fish; Council Clerk – Testimony; Saltzman, Dan
Subject: Fossil fuels

Please vote "yes" on the resolution to ban further development of fossil fuel transport and storage. And please, 
no amendments to study, postpone, or create panels. We already know that further fossil development is no 
good for the City and no good for the future of the planet. Please vote yes and put Portland at the head of the 
movement for a sustainable tomorrow. 

Thank you. 

Craig Heverly 
4814 SE 30th Ave #131 
Portland, OR 97202
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Parsons, Susan

From: Jenny Stephenson <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 12:51 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Jenny Stephenson 
San Antonio, TX 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Megan Bradley <mekabra@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:17 AM
To: Hales, Mayor; Commissioner Novick; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Commissioner 

Saltzman; Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote Yes on Resolution 1157

Dear Mayor Hales, Commissioners Fish, Novick, Fritz, and Saltzman, 

First, THANK YOU, THANK YOU, THANK YOU for passing the oil train resolution last week. 

Second, I write you now in support of Resolution 1157. I don't think it's hyperbole to say that we could be 
climate heros nationwide if we pass this resolution. I want to live in a city that is taking action to do our best to 
make a world where the ones growing up now will have a chance at survival. Short term profits, though 
understandably tempting, are not ethical choices anymore. We can't afford to leave this world in shambles. 
So, let's be the leaders that we know we are! 

You can actually make a difference this week, that really will change the world. Your actions DO make a 
difference. We need you to be strong leaders for us right now, to make choices that set us on a better path for 
a future for human life on this planet.  

Thank you for all you already do in this vein. 

Let's do more. 

Sincerely,

Megan Bradley 
5432 SE Lafayette St. 
Portland, OR 97206 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Sarah Prowell <sprowell@ix.netcom.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 2:48 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Sarah Prowell 
2216 SW Sunset Blvd 
Portland, OR 97239 
503-452-0972
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Parsons, Susan

From: Max Osofsky <Mo41@humboldt.edu>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 11:31 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Max Osofsky 
2107 se clinton st 
Portland, OR 97202 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Deva Fleming <Msdeva@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 5:14 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Deva Fleming 
6420 NE 42nd Ave 
Portland, OR 97218 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Cheryl Baker <cheryl74074@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 9:33 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Cheryl Baker 
1719 N Jantzen Ave 
Portland, OR 97217 
4057439398
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Parsons, Susan

From: Linda Greene <lgreene@bloomington.in.us>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 9:27 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Linda Greene 
7487 N. John Young Rd. 
Unionville, IN 47468 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Carolyn Crawford <sandiadogg@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 7:32 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Carolyn Crawford 
752 Parpala Road 
Naselle, WA 98638 
360-484-3437
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Parsons, Susan

From: Ninette Jones <sealiondefensebrigade@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 6:52 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Ninette Jones 
7637 N interstate 
Portland, OR 97217 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Charlotte Sines <ladycatx@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 6:44 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action. 

I will be moving to Oregon next fall and it would be really nice if my new home will not be covered in new fossil 
fuel infrastructure. Oregon's green energy policies are one of the main reasons I am moving there. Please do 
not allow any new fossil fuel developments in such a beautiful city and state.   

Sincerely,

Charlotte Sines 
3014 N. Arcardia St. #202 
Colorado Springs, CO 80907 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Jim Lockwood <jimlockwood45@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 11:12 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Jim Lockwood 
31516 s w firdale Rd 
Cornelius, OR 97113 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Jeff Koupal <jbkrdk@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 9:25 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Jeff Koupal 
3712 Bayonne Dr se 
Salem, OR 97317 
5039105017
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Parsons, Susan

From: Bob Pierson <epdmbob@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 9:05 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Bob Pierson 
14650 NE Russell Ct 
Portland, OR 97230 
503-255-3886
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Parsons, Susan

From: Dennis Paul <paulcommadennis@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:57 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a thoroughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Dennis Paul 
5624 SE Raymond St. 
Portland, OR 97206 
5094323860
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 10:35 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Please VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution!

From: Gayle  
Email: cgjanzen@comcast.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

Good news that you are opposing opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and surrounding 
waterways. I strong support your resolution. We need cities and states to start taking the lead away from dirty 
energy and moving towards clean energy since the US govt. continues to try to prop up dirty energy and turn 
the PNW into a dirty export hub. We say NO to dirty energy!! 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Gayle
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Parsons, Susan

From: John Beaston <john@beaston.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 1:57 PM
To: Commissioner Novick; Commissioner Saltzman
Cc: Hales, Mayor; Commissioner Fritz; Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Supporting the Fossil Fuel Resolution

I strongly support the resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents the risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic coal 
dust all of which have happened in other communities.  The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s 
values, vision and goals in the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, 
resilient and prosperous communities. 

I urge you to join Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents. 

Thank you. 
Sincerely,
John Beaston 
5133 N Gay Ave 
Portland, OR 97217 
503-708-5900
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Claire  
Email: cebach@syr.edu  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Claire
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 10:14 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Tim and Ivy  
Email: ivyxtim@hevanet.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and well-being of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Tim and Ivy Dixon 

Tim and Ivy  
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 10:03 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Lisa  
Email: lisagrimm97@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Lisa
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 7:51 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Nekko  
Email: nekko.deutsch@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Nekko
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 6:34 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Robert  
Email: pricetesc@earthlink.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Robert
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 6:33 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Nancy  
Email: nintu9@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Nancy
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 1:32 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Brenda  
Email: brendaweber@cavtel.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Brenda
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 8:31 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Donna  
Email: murph1949@aol.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Donna
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 2:20 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Heather  
Email: heatherbmcgarry@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Heather
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 8:31 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Larry  
Email: larryulrey@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Larry  
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 8:06 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Justine  
Email: justinehurley@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Justine
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 7:36 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Robert  
Email: rmb4631@comcast.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Robert
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 11:24 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: James  
Email: jrhipp010@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

James  
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 10:17 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: jonnel  
Email: jonnelcovault@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

jonnel
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 9:21 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Janiece  
Email: ms.jdstaton@frontier.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Janiece
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 7:48 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Jean  
Email: jteach@webtv.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Jean  
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 7:34 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Brian  
Email: bwildman14@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Brian



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 7:25 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Todd  
Email: htcorbett@hotmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Todd



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 7:29 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Todd  
Email: htcorbett@hotmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Todd



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 1:21 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: David  
Email: dhermann@earthlink.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

David



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 9:54 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Maureen  
Email: maureenhavenner@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Maureen  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 6:52 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Annette  
Email: annetteon50th@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Annette



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 6:32 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Tom  
Email: sincict@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Tom  
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 4:21 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Shawn  
Email: mstreuswaz@hotmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Shawn
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 4:17 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Shawn  
Email: mstreuswaz@hotmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Shawn



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 12:48 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Gregory  
Email: gregojalab@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Gregory
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 11:10 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Anthony  
Email: anthony.p.teso@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Anthony



1

Parsons, Susan

From: Joyce Sherman <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 3:08 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Joyce Sherman 
PORTLAND, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Salsa mochi <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 08, 2015 2:15 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Salsa mochi 
Schenectady, NY 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Yvonne McDonald <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 6:53 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Yvonne McDonald 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Shayna Glenn <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 4:24 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Shayna Glenn 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Marilee Dea <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 6:59 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Marilee Dea 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Jacqueline Glyde <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 07, 2015 2:50 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Jacqueline Glyde 
PORTLAND, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Pamela E Hepper <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 10:27 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Pamela E Hepper 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:45 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: john  
Email: john.vareldzis@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

john
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:43 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Heidi  
Email: hmfox@q.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Heidi
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:42 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Lee  
Email: leeschmidt1938@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Lee
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:36 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Farrah  
Email: FNChaichi@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Farrah
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:26 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Jane  
Email: jane@janestackhouse.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Jane
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:17 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Phillip  
Email: phillipnoe@comcast.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Phillip  
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:16 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Anandi  
Email: anandi@anandi.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Anandi



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:14 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: G  
Email: montevena@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

G



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:14 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Rob  
Email: rstone71@icloud.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Rob



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:05 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Nancy L  
Email: dlnlcarl2@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Nancy L



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:58 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Eric  
Email: canonmetals@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Eric



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:58 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Marjorie  
Email: marjorie.nafziger@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Marjorie  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:55 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Laurence  
Email: overmac@comcast.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Laurence



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:53 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Matthew  
Email: matt@teskedesign.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Matthew  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:52 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Trudy  
Email: TeyunaSe@hotmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Trudy



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:52 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Susie  
Email: suzqnorman@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Susie



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:50 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: john  
Email: jpbi@johnpaisley.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

John Paisley 

john



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:44 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Gail  
Email: gsabbadini@mail.sdsu.edu  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Gail



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:43 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Noah  
Email: njohnj@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Noah



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:41 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Larry  
Email: lhonharpster55@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Larry  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:39 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Diana  
Email: diana@gerdinginvestment.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Diana



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:38 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Heather  
Email: heatherannedavis@hotmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Heather



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:37 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Barbara  
Email: bbakeremail@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Barbara



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:37 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Jimmy  
Email: jimmy.whipps@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Jimmy  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:35 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Aaron  
Email: swampminer@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Aaron



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 10:50 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Deva  
Email: drdartist@riseup.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Deva



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 10:35 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Stephen  
Email: eldred_stephen@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely, Stephen Eldred 

Stephen



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 10:06 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Eduardo  
Email: emontejo.pdx@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Eduardo



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 10:18 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Elizabeth  
Email: serfurth@comcast.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Elizabeth



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 10:10 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Lee  
Email: leeschmidt1938@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Lee



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 10:09 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Rev. Dave  
Email: revdaveb@hotmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Rev. Dave
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 9:59 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Anna  
Email: snoblind1@earthlink.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Anna



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 9:55 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Pat  
Email: pmc970@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Pat
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 6:54 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Mia  
Email: mia@350pdx.org  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Mia



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 9:15 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Bobby  
Email: bobbyhayden@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Bobby



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 5:14 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Amber  
Email: amber.n.ayers@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Amber Ayers 

Amber  
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 3:43 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Tori  
Email: tori.gcampbell@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Tori



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 3:04 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Meg  
Email: megruby@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Meg



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 9:02 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: jody  
Email: jodyguth@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

jody



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:39 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Yes to Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Juliana  
Email: vossandreae@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I urge you to support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Juliana  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:57 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Beverly  
Email: bawielgo@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Beverly



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:57 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Brian  
Email: brian@beinlich.org  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Brian



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:50 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Margaret  
Email: mlstep@msn.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Margaret  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:48 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Gregory  
Email: gbell87@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,
Gregory Bell 

Gregory
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Parsons, Susan

From: Tim and Debbie Lang <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 10:16 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Tim and Debbie Lang 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Maureen stolle <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:51 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Maureen stolle 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Nathan Hall <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:23 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Nathan Hall 
PORTLAND, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: M Rita Olson <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 8:22 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

M Rita Olson 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Peter Schutte <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 7:53 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Peter Schutte 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: David Jaffe <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 7:35 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

David Jaffe 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Drs Marilyn Robert and Shotola <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 5:17 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Drs Marilyn Robert and Shotola 
PORTLAND, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Drs Marilyn Robert and Shotola <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 5:17 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Drs Marilyn Robert and Shotola 
PORTLAND, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Carol Dotson <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 5:15 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Carol Dotson 
Cloverdale, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Rae G Svendgard <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 5:12 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Rae G Svendgard 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Kristinna Young <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 4:19 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Kristinna Young 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Melanie Templeman <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 3:53 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Melanie Templeman 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Sheila A Sadowski <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 3:48 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Sheila A Sadowski 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Amy Whitworth <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 3:26 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Amy Whitworth 
PORTLAND, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Jerome Joseph McGinn <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 11:02 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Jerome Joseph McGinn 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: J E <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 10:23 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

J E 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Kristen hart <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 9:37 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Kristen hart 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Mary K Davis <bounce@list.credoaction.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 10:54 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our communities are put at risk 
by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon the City of Portland to pass a resolution that 
will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil 
fuel infrastructure including trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations. 

Mary K Davis 
Portland, OR 
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 9:36 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I Support the Fossil Fuel Policy and Oil Train Resolution

From: Virginia  
Email: vvg@spiritone.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways and the resolution opposing dangerous crude-by-rail shipments through the Columbia 
River Gorge and the Portland Metro area. 

Together, these resolutions provide the City of Portland an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil 
fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and 
surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. These resolutions are also consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass both resolutions introduced by Mayor 
Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 4th and to codify a legally binding policy that protect our 
neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or 
storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.  

Sincerely,

Virginia
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 9:32 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I Support the Fossil Fuel Policy and Oil Train Resolution

From: Jen  
Email: forti.jennifer@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways and the resolution opposing dangerous crude-by-rail shipments through the Columbia 
River Gorge and the Portland Metro area. 

Together, these resolutions provide the City of Portland an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil 
fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and 
surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. These resolutions are also consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass both resolutions introduced by Mayor 
Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 4th and to codify a legally binding policy that protect our 
neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or 
storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.  

Sincerely,

Jen
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 12:33 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I Support the Fossil Fuel Policy and Oil Train Resolution

From: shara  
Email: sharaealexander@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

Please represent us and lead the city away from a devastating future! 

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways and the resolution opposing dangerous crude-by-rail shipments through the Columbia 
River Gorge and the Portland Metro area. 

Together, these resolutions provide the City of Portland an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil 
fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and 
surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. These resolutions are also consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass both resolutions introduced by Mayor 
Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 4th and to codify a legally binding policy that protect our 
neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or 
storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.  

Thank you, 

shara
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Parsons, Susan

From: Robert Cochran <worldcitizenrob@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 10:34 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

We MUST DO THIS NOW! This resolution is this resolution is right for Portland, and right for the planet.  

Sincerely,

Rob Cochran 
Portland

Robert Cochran 
2019 SE 12th Ave 
SE 12th Ave 
Portland, OR 97214 
5413997284
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Parsons, Susan

From: Lori Smith <lorifromoregon@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 9:22 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Lori Smith 
7101 NE 109th St. 
Vancouver, WA 98686 
971-269-91267
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Parsons, Susan

From: Judith Lienhard <lienjud@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 4:48 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Judith Lienhard 
4455 SW 94th Ave 
Portland, OR 97225 
503-384-0249
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Parsons, Susan

From: Matthew Kimble <matthewkimble@comcast.net>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 3:43 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Matthew Kimble 
4128 Kanan Drive 
Portland, OR 97221 
5032246187
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Parsons, Susan

From: Quyen Le <qle@pnca.edu>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 3:24 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Quyen Le 
7837 SE Harrison St. 
Portland, OR 97215 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Amber Bennett <ambernb28@outlook.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 11:49 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Amber Bennett 
1706 Avalon Way Unit 11 
Hood River, OR 97031 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Dawn Smallman <dawnsmallman@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 10:05 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Dawn Smallman 
1148 50th Ave. 
Portland, OR 97215 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Mary Steller <marybee@wwest.net>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 9:35 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Mary Steller 
150 Waranka Road 
Rosburg, WA 98643 
3604652493
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Parsons, Susan

From: Alison Howard <alihowie9@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 05, 2015 9:14 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Alison Howard 
7727 SE Lambert 
Portland, OR 97206 
5038908799
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Parsons, Susan

From: Mary Thamann <marythamann@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 7:22 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Mary Thamann 
Yamhill St 
Portland, OR 97214 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Ron Hubert <rhubertaz@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 8:31 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Ron Hubert 
6800 Virgil Way 
Flagstaff, AZ 86001 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Dee Packard <deepackard66@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 6:51 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Dee Packard 
DNM
Portland, OR 97215 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Phil Hanson <phanson@spiretech.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 6:39 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I unequivocally support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy prohibiting new 
fossil fuel transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about 
curbing dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty 
fossil fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region toward a cleaner energy 
future. I also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Phil Hanson 
7941 S.E. Monroe St. 
Milwaukie, OR 97222 
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Parsons, Susan

From: Tom Lichatowich <tjlichat@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 4:28 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Tom Lichatowich 
4625  NE 38th Ave 
Portland, OR 97211 



1

Parsons, Susan

From: Penelope Lichatowich <penelopelich@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 12:03 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Penelope Lichatowich 
4625 NE 38th Ave 
Portland, OR 97211 
503-284-2465



1

Parsons, Susan

From: Rachel White <Rachelann2211@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 9:30 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Rachel White 
1767 12 st 
Hood River, OR 97031 



1

Parsons, Susan

From: Guy Newcomer <guy@strategicmfg.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 9:14 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Guy Newcomer 
3345 NE Holladay St 
Portland, OR 97232 



1

Parsons, Susan

From: Dorothy Louis <dorothylouis@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 06, 2015 9:50 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolutions!

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council: 

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel 
transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing 
dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil 
fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I 
also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.  

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, 
polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from 
oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel 
consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.   

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption 
and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and 
necessary action.   

Sincerely,

Dorothy Louis 
33125White Oak Rd. 
Corvallis, OR 97333 
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:19 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Zak  
Email: zakgarriss@icloud.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Zak



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:14 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: john  
Email: john.vareldzis@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

john



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 10:55 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Angela  
Email: angela.zehava@stanfordalumni.org  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Angela



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:37 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Elizabeth  
Email: wlw848891@comcast.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Elizabeth



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:36 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Kelly  
Email: brignellwilson@comcast.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

US OFF FOSSIL FUELS NOW!!!!!! I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel 
infrastructure in Portland and surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Kelly  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:34 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Daniel  
Email: martino.dan@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Daniel



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:02 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Mark  
Email: mkmpnw@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Mark  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:00 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Mark  
Email: mkmpnw@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Mark  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 6:44 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Annette  
Email: annetteon50th@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Annette



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 11:44 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: JANICE  
Email: jmp77.peterson@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

JANICE  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 10:36 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Yoko  
Email: yokita@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Yoko



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 10:33 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Sam  
Email: samuelhayesslater@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Sam  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 9:48 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Duane  
Email: duaneray@frontier.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Duane



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 9:26 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Timothy  
Email: tim.titus@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Timothy  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 9:24 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Konrad  
Email: konrad.dobbertin@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Konrad



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 9:00 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Linda  
Email: Short@gorge.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Linda



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 8:20 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Carla  
Email: apsara51@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Carla



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 7:22 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Michael  
Email: niner2niner@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Michael



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 6:53 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: G  
Email: montevena@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

G



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 5:07 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Basey  
Email: bklopp@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

For all of Oregon's sake, 

Basey



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 5:06 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Candace  
Email: cjshadbolt@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Candace Shadbolt 

Candace
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:46 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: dick  
Email: dickwisingup@hevanet.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

dick



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:25 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Karl  
Email: kvischer@msn.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Karl



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:22 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Margaret  
Email: margaret.rose.macgregor@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Margaret  



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:10 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Gregory  
Email: gbell87@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,
Gregory Bell 

Gregory
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:04 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Lin  
Email: greengirlpdx@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. Portland City Council should pass the resolution to ban major new fossil fuel storage 
and transport facilities in Portland. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

The construction of new fossil fuel transport and storage facilities on top of an earthquake liquefaction zone 
along Portland’s rivers would add to an already dangerous and explosive situation presented by the existing 
fossil fuel tank farms along our rivers. As a matter of health and safety, Portland should say “NO” to new fossil 
fuel transport and storage infrastructure. From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels 
pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the 
region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in 
the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage 
tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our 
City’s values, vision and goals in the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, 
equitable, resilient and prosperous communities.  

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Lin



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:02 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Sandra  
Email: smeucci@comcast.net  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Sandra



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:01 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Jan  
Email: whitebirdsdancing@yahoo.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Jan



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 4:01 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Chris  
Email: dennettc@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil fuel projects that 
jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding waterways. 

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to watersheds, air quality, 
human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the region for new pipelines, rail lines and 
terminals would drastically increase the volume of coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland 
residents to direct and immediate risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline 
leaks and toxic coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the 
Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous 
communities. 

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) 
introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy 
that protects our neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil 
fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways. 

Sincerely,

Chris



1

Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Monday, November 09, 2015 3:40 PM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Christopher  
Email: topher.reisner@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and 
surrounding waterways. 

I'm sure you know the rest by now... 

Sincerely,

Christopher
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Parsons, Susan

From: 350PDX <webmaster@350pdx.org>
Sent: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:34 AM
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution

From: Eve  
Email: eveandden@gmail.com  

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

Thank you for your vote on the oil train issue! I was in the room that day but won't be able to be there this 
Thursday. I will be there in spirit, hoping for another YES vote and historic step forward in the effort to protect 
our planet. 

Please ---- it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) --to ban all new or 
expanded fossil fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and its surrounding waterways. 

I appreciate all the time and thought you are giving this issue. 

Sincerely,

Eve



From: Parsons, Susan
To: Commissioner Fish; Fritz, Amanda; Hales, Charlie; Novick, Steve; Saltzman, Dan; Wadsworth, Jasmine; Wiggins,

 Rachael
Cc: Lana Butterfield
Subject: FW: 1179 Testimony Portland Public Schools - Propane Buses
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 8:11:00 AM
Attachments: Portland Public schools.pdf

 
 
Susan Parsons
Assistant Council Clerk
City of Portland
susan.parsons@portlandoregon.gov
503.823.4085

From: Baron Glassgow [mailto:bglassgow@npga.org] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:40 PM
To: Parsons, Susan <Susan.Parsons@portlandoregon.gov>
Cc: Lana Butterfield <lanab@teleport.com>
Subject: Portland Public Schools - Propane Buses
 
Hi Susan,
 
My testimony at tomorrow’s City Council meeting will focus on the attached case study of the Portland
 Public School’s adoption of propane buses.  Thanks for including this information.
 
Baron
 
Baron Glassgow
Executive Director, Pacific Propane Gas Association
PH: 866-881-6309
FAX: 866-261-4910
EMAIL: bglassgow@npga.org
 
 



P
ortland Public Schools (PPS) in Portland, Ore., recognized as one of 
the most environmentally friendly cities in America, is supporting 
the city’s green initiatives by choosing clean-burning propane 
autogas for its school bus fleet. The district operates some of 

its own buses, and contracts with First Student Inc. for additional bus 
service to transport students. 

Eighty percent of all the buses are fueled 
by propane autogas. Combined, PPS’s 
buses travel more than 3.3 million miles 
each year and transport more than 8,000 
students a day. The school district has 
been committed to using buses fueled 
by propane autogas for nearly 30 years, 
setting an alternative fuel example for 
other schools nationwide.

GOING THE DISTANCE: FROM PAST 
TO PRESENT

PPS began exploring alternative fuels in 
the early 1980s because of high gasoline 
prices and clean air regulations. In 1983, 
the district converted several buses to 
run on propane autogas, and the results 
were impressive. It found that propane 
autogas was more cost-effective 

than conventional fuels and burned 
cleaner, reducing emissions and vehicle 
maintenance requirements. Soon after, 
the school district converted most of its 
buses to run on propane autogas. 

Until recently, new buses purchased 
by the district were retrofitted by a 
local vendor to run on propane autogas. 
Now that major bus manufacturers 
offer factory-built propane autogas 
buses, PPS is purchasing new school 
buses with dedicated liquid propane 
autogas injection engines directly from 
manufacturers. The district recently 
purchased 10 new Type-A school buses 
manufactured by Collins Bus Corp. 
through Western Bus Sales Inc., that use 
CleanFuel USA’s liquid propane autogas 
injection system.

SCHOOL DISTRICT FOCUSED ON REDUCING EMISSIONS REALIZES 
COST SAVINGS AND HIGH PERFORMANCE

A PROPANE AUTOGAS CASE STUDY

BUSES FUELED BY PROPANE AUTOGAS 
REDUCE EMISSIONS, COSTS FOR PORTLAND 
PUBLIC SCHOOL DISTRICT

COMPANY 
Portland Public Schools, 
Portland, Ore. 
 
CHALLENGE & SOLUTION 
To reduce emissions and fuel costs 
by remaining on the cutting edge 
of alternative fuels through the 
purchase of factory-built school 
buses fueled by propane autogas. 
 
RESULT

less than gasoline and diesel.

affordable infrastructure for 
on-site refueling compared with 
conventional and alternative fuels.

emit fewer harmful emissions than 
gasoline- and diesel-fueled vehicles, 
reducing short- and long-term 
effects in passengers.



CASE STUDY
PORTLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS, 
PORTLAND, ORE.

Propane Education & Research Council / 1140 Connecticut Ave. NW, Suite 1075 / Washington, DC 20036
P 202-452-8975 / F 202-452-9054 / propanecouncil.org

FOR MORE INFORMATION

To learn more about propane-fueled lawn care equipment and the  
Propane Education & Research Council, visit autogasusa.org.

The Propane Education & Research Council  
was authorized by the U.S. Congress with the 
passage of Public Law 104-284, the Propane 
Education and Research Act (PERA), signed 
into law on October 11, 1996. The mission of 
the Propane Education & Research Council is 
to promote the safe, efficient use of odorized 
propane gas as a preferred energy source.

© 2013 by the Propane Education & Research Council 2668

Additionally, PPS is installing upgraded fuel dispensing 
equipment to support its on-site refueling infrastructure. The 
district’s propane provider is covering the majority of the costs 
of infrastructure installation. The new refueling station will 
allow two buses to be fueled at once and will track miles per 
gallon for each bus. The station also will allow for the systematic 
monitoring of district fuel cost savings.

PROPANE AUTOGAS — MAKING SENSE AND  
SAVING CENTS

PPS uses propane autogas to fuel its school bus fleet for the 
same reasons it originally converted in the 1980s. Propane 
autogas typically costs less than gasoline and it burns cleaner, 
resulting in less engine maintenance and reduced emissions. In 
fact, propane autogas can reduce greenhouse gas emissions 
by up to 25 percent in propane-autogas-fueled applications 
compared with gasoline-fueled vehicles.

The school district has reaped financial benefits of propane 
autogas through reduced bus maintenance costs and extended 
engine life. According to PPS’ fleet maintenance supervisor, 

30,000 miles longer than those fueled by gasoline.

The district also is saving through significantly 
lower fuel costs. “PPS’ projections for 2012 show a  
50 percent savings for its propane autogas purchases when 
compared with those for gasoline,” Andy Leibenguth, PPS’ 
transportation director, explains.

“With all these advantages, propane autogas is clearly the way to 
go,” Philbrook adds.

WORKING TOGETHER FOR A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE

Portland Public Schools contracts with bus provider First Student 
Inc. to transport many of the students in its district. “When we 
renew our agreements with contracted student transportation 
companies, like First Student, we expect them to provide 100 
percent propane-autogas-fueled buses,” Leibenguth says. 

“Fueling our school buses with propane autogas has been our 
priority for years, but it is becoming easier for us to maintain 
that commitment with the refueling infrastructure for propane 
autogas already in place. Now advances in technology and 
manufacturer support have allowed us to purchase liquid-
injection, factory-built, dedicated propane-autogas-fueled 
buses directly from manufacturers.” 

Within the next several years, the school district expects its 
contract bus provider to buy a considerable number of new buses, 
all factory-built to run on propane autogas. Leibenguth says First 
Student Inc. is expecting the delivery of 90 propane-autogas-
fueled NexBuses from Collins Bus Corp. “The buses fueled 
by propane autogas are clean-burning and are fiscally great,” 
Leibenguth says. “We receive positive perceptions and feedback 
from the public and employees. Overall, propane autogas has 
been working well for us, so we plan to continue down this path.”



From: Parsons, Susan
To: Commissioner Fish; Fritz, Amanda; Hales, Charlie; Novick, Steve; Saltzman, Dan; Wadsworth, Jasmine; Wiggins,

 Rachael
Cc: Lana Butterfield
Subject: FW: 1179 - Testimony from Kiva Energy
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 8:09:00 AM
Attachments: Kiva Energy - Portland City Resolution.pdf

 
 
Susan Parsons
Assistant Council Clerk
City of Portland
susan.parsons@portlandoregon.gov
503.823.4085

From: Lana Butterfield [mailto:lanab@teleport.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:14 PM
To: Parsons, Susan <Susan.Parsons@portlandoregon.gov>
Cc: BMorse@kivaenergy.com
Subject: Testimony from Kiva Energy
 
Hi, Susan!

Here is some testimony on the City of Portland Anti-Fossil Fuel resolution.
 
Thanks, Lana
 
Lana Butterfield
Butterfield Enterprises, LLC
P.O. Box 1517, Wilsonville, OR  97070
lanab@teleport.com
office: 503/682-3839
cell: 503/819-5800
 





From: Nora Stern
To: Commissioner Fish; Saltzman, Dan; Novick, Steve; Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: No to oil trains through our community
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 7:13:13 AM

Dear City Council Member,

I am in full support of opposition to the oil-by-rail terminal in Vancouver.  I support adoption
 of a binding policy to prohibit fossil fuel transport through Portland and support Portland
 taking a stand against greenhouse gas emissions.  We need a policy that will stand in the
 future against oil trains, coal trains that could pollute our valuable Columbia gorge, and other
 future fossil fuel transport proposals. 

Portland should stand for clean energy!!

Thank you for your attention and your commitment to a cleaner planet.

Nora Stern
4763 NE Going St
Portland, OR 97212
503 913 4828



From: Joseph Miller
To: Hales, Mayor; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Fritz; Commissioner Novick; Commissioner Saltzman
Cc: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Prohibit new large-scale infrastructure in Portland to export fossil fuels
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 9:02:48 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Commissioners Fish, Fritz, Novick and Salzman,

For all the compelling reasons outlined in the proposed Resolution, I strongly encourage you to add your votes to
 those of Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz to adopt a binding resolution to direct City bureaus and the BPS to
 develop recommendations and code prohibiting the construction of new large-scale transportation and storage
infrastructure in Portland for the purpose of export ingfossil fuels.

Widespread support and justification for the Resolution has already been demonstrated by the City's adoption of the
 2015 Climate Action Plan, and specifically Action 3G on page 69.

Sincerely,

Joe Miller
1030 SW Jefferson St., Apt. 534
Portland, Oregon 97201



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Heck yes! on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:33:13 PM

From: Noelle 
Email: noellest@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to demonstrate Portland's stake in the
 ground at a leader in progressive climate policy in America. This policy will also protect the
 health, safety and well-being of Portland’s residents, neighborhoods and surrounding
 waterways.

The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in the
 Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient and
 prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more I strongly advise the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Noelle



From: Sarah Prowell
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: FW: Please Pass Resolution #1157 on Nov. 17 - with no further delays!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:03:58 PM

For your copy.
 

From: Sarah Prowell [mailto:sprowell@ix.netcom.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:26 PM
To: 'dan@portlandoregon.gov' <dan@portlandoregon.gov>
Subject: Please Pass Resolution #1157 on Nov. 17 - with no further delays!
 
Dear Commissioner Saltzman,
 
I write to strongly urge you to please support Resolution #1157 this Thursday, Nov. 12, 2015, with no
 further delays!! 
 
I was present on Nov. 4. And noticed you were not present to vote for Resolution # 1156, or to hear
 public testimony on Resolution #!157.  But I understand through your office that will attend on Nov.
 12 to vote on #1157.  And so I write to you today to relay this citizen’s urging for your yes vote.  
 
By passing the resolution to prevent new and/or expanded fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland, the
 Council will be protecting the best well-being of:

• our climate (a time-critical, urgent local and global need),
• the health and safety of our citizens and our workers,
• the health and vitality of our waterways, and  of our environment.    

 As evidenced by the outpouring of public support for Resolution #1157, these protections and
 Resolution #1157 are deeply valued by Portlanders.  And this local step forward could positively
 influence additional climate action policy elsewhere.  I urge you to start NOW, locally – with YES
 Votes on Resolution #1157 Nov. 12!
 
Anticipating amendment proposals in the Nov. 12 hearing, I urge you to reject any diluting language
 changes and, instead, stand strong to protect the strength of Resolution #1157 ‘s language. 
 
While some may argue that we need these projects for the benefit of jobs and our economy, --in
 fact, expanded fossil fuel transport and storage is a dangerous step backward and would not
 substantially help local employment or economy.  

• These projects are primarily raw product exports that create few, if any, good jobs, and put
 local residents and their waterways and environment at significant risk of spills, air and
 water contamination, explosions and fire (for which Portland is not prepared), and infeasible
 emergency evacuations in highly populated areas (for which Portland is also not prepared).
   

• And while these fossil fuel projects pose great risks to the Portland area, they would NOT
 provide substantive, stable, long-term, high wage, safe employment for our region.  We
 need to preserve our local resources and health and safety while exploring other better



 options for long term, healthy, robust local employment.   

• Additionally, these projects pose great financial risk to the taxpayer and The City, as safety
 and cleanup costs would largely be paid by taxpayers and the City.   

We in Portland do not want these dangerous, expensive “pass-through” fossil fuel abuses of our
 local infrastructure and resources and want the strong language in Resolution #1157 to be
 retained.

 

*Please, vote to pass Resolution #1157 on Nov. 12, ---with current resolution
 language and no further delays!!!
 
Sincerely,
 
Sarah Prowell, R.G.
2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, Oregon 97239
503-452-0972
 



From: Sarah Prowell
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: FW: Please Pass Resolution # 1157 on Nov. 12 - With no further delays!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:03:29 PM

For your copy.
 

From: Sarah Prowell [mailto:sprowell@ix.netcom.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:18 PM
To: 'nick@portlandoregon.gov' <nick@portlandoregon.gov>
Subject: Please Pass Resolution # 1157 on Nov. 12 - With no further delays!
 
First, thank you for voting for the ground-breaking policy resolution on Nov. 4, 2015.  It’s passage
 was a proud moment.
 
And Second, I write to strongly urge you to please support Resolution #1157 this Thursday, Nov. 12,
 2015, with no further changes or delays!!  By passing the resolution to prevent new and/or
 expanded fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland, the Council will be protecting the best well-being of:

• our climate (a time-critical, urgent local and global need),
• the health and safety of our citizens and our workers,
• the health and vitality of our waterways, and  of our environment.    

 As evidenced by the outpouring of public support for Resolution #1157, these protections and the
 Resolution are deeply valued by Portlanders.  And this local step forward could positively influence
 additional climate action policy elsewhere.  I urge you to start NOW, locally – with YES Votes on
 Resolution #1157 Nov. 12!
 
Anticipating amendment proposals in the Nov. 12 hearing, I urge you to reject any diluting language
 changes and, instead, stand strong to protect the strength of Resolution #1157 ‘s language. 
 
While some may argue that we need these projects for the benefit of jobs and our economy, --in
 fact, expanded fossil fuel transport and storage is a dangerous step backward and would not
 substantially help local employment or economy.  

• These projects are primarily raw product exports that create few, if any, good jobs, and put
 local residents and their waterways and environment at significant risk of spills, air and
 water contamination, explosions and fire (for which Portland is not prepared), and infeasible
 emergency evacuations in highly populated areas (for which Portland is also not prepared).
   

• And while these fossil fuel projects pose great risks to the Portland area, they would NOT
 provide substantive, stable, long-term, high wage, safe employment for our region.  We
 need to preserve our local resources and health and safety while exploring other better
 options for long term, healthy, robust local employment.   

• Additionally, these projects pose great financial risk to the taxpayer and The City, as safety
 and cleanup costs would largely be paid by taxpayers and the City.   

We in Portland do not want these dangerous, expensive “pass-through” fossil fuel abuses of our



 local infrastructure and resources and want the strong language in Resolution #1157 to be
 retained.

 

*Please, vote to pass Resolution #1157 on Nov. 12, ---with current resolution
 language and no further delays!!!
 
Sincerely,
 
Sarah Prowell, R.G.
2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, Oregon 97239
503-452-0972
 
 



From: Sarah Prowell
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: FW: Please Pass Resolution #1157 on Nov. 12 --No further delays!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:03:03 PM

For your copy.
 

From: Sarah Prowell [mailto:sprowell@ix.netcom.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:16 PM
To: 'novick@portlandoregon.gov' <novick@portlandoregon.gov>
Subject: Please Pass Resolution #1157 on Nov. 12 --No further delays!
 
Dear Commissioner Novick,
 
First, thank you for voting for the ground-breaking policy resolution on Nov. 4, 2015.  It’s passage
 was a proud moment.
 
And Second, I write to strongly urge you to please support Resolution #1157 this Thursday, Nov. 12,
 2015, with no further changes or delays!!  By passing the resolution to prevent new and/or
 expanded fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland, the Council will be protecting the best well-being of:

• our climate (a time-critical, urgent local and global need),
• the health and safety of our citizens and our workers,
• the health and vitality of our waterways, and  of our environment.    

 As evidenced by the outpouring of public support for Resolution #1157, these protections and the
 Resolution are deeply valued by Portlanders.  And this local step forward could positively influence
 additional climate action policy elsewhere.  I urge you to start NOW, locally – with YES Votes on
 Resolution #1157 Nov. 12!
 
Anticipating amendment proposals in the Nov. 12 hearing, I urge you to reject any diluting language
 changes and, instead, stand strong to protect the strength of Resolution #1157 ‘s language. 
 
While some may argue that we need these projects for the benefit of jobs and our economy, --in
 fact, expanded fossil fuel transport and storage is a dangerous step backward and would not
 substantially help local employment or economy.  

• These projects are primarily raw product exports that create few, if any, good jobs, and put
 local residents and their waterways and environment at significant risk of spills, air and
 water contamination, explosions and fire (for which Portland is not prepared), and infeasible
 emergency evacuations in highly populated areas (for which Portland is also not prepared).
   

• And while these fossil fuel projects pose great risks to the Portland area, they would NOT
 provide substantive, stable, long-term, high wage, safe employment for our region.  We
 need to preserve our local resources and health and safety while exploring other better
 options for long term, healthy, robust local employment.   

• Additionally, these projects pose great financial risk to the taxpayer and The City, as safety
 and cleanup costs would largely be paid by taxpayers and the City.   



We in Portland do not want these dangerous, expensive “pass-through” fossil fuel abuses of our
 local infrastructure and resources and want the strong language in Resolution #1157 to be
 retained.

 

*Please, vote to pass Resolution #1157 on Nov. 12, ---with current resolution
 language and no further delays!!!
 
Sincerely,
 
Sarah Prowell, R.G.
2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, Oregon 97239
503-452-0972
 



From: Sarah Prowell
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: FW: Strong Support for Resolution #1157! Now!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:02:44 PM

For your copy.
 

From: Sarah Prowell [mailto:sprowell@ix.netcom.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:48 PM
To: 'Amanda@portlandoregon.gov' <Amanda@portlandoregon.gov>
Subject: Strong Support for Resolution #1157! Now!
 
Dear Commissioner Fritz,
 
Thank you so very much for the leadership you and Mayor Hales have shown in seeking to restrict
 new or expanded fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland.  It renews one’s hope!  A pivotal policy for
 the best well-being of our climate, health and safety, waterways, and  environment! 
 
In anticipation of this Thursday’s Nov. 12 City Council meeting, I urge you to reject any diluting
 amendments that may be proposed and instead, to stand strong to protect the strength of
 Resolution #1157 ‘s language and (as I understand) its legally binding policy effect. 
 
Though our economy is important too, I thank you for seeking to restrict the expansion of dangerous
 and contaminating fossil fuel transport and storage, which offers us de miminus local economic
 value, as it would result in the export of these “old economy” greenhouse fuels as raw product.  By
 rejecting fossil fuel expansion in Portland, we are freed to pursue other, more forward-looking,
 stable, safe, high paying jobs for our city and its citizens.
 
I look forward to attending the groundbreaking Nov. 12 council meeting! 
 
Stand Strong.  Sincerely,
 
Sarah Prowell, R.G.
2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, Oregon 97239
503-452-0972
 



From: Sarah Prowell
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: FW: Support for Resolution 1157 Fossil Fuel Policy!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:59:22 PM

For your copy.
 

From: Sarah Prowell [mailto:sprowell@ix.netcom.com] 
Sent: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:34 PM
To: 'mayorcharliehales@portlandoregon.gov' <mayorcharliehales@portlandoregon.gov>
Subject: Support for Resolution 1157 Fossil Fuel Policy!
 
Dear Mayor Hales,
 
Thank you so very much for the leadership you and Commissioner Fritz have shown to restrict fossil
 fuel infrastructure in Portland.  It renews one’s hope!  A pivotal policy for the best well-being of our
 climate, health and safety, waterways, and  environment! 
 
Though our economy is vitally important too, I thank you for restricting the expansion of dangerous
 and contaminating fossil fuel transport and storage, which offers us de miminus local economic
 value, as it would result in the export of these “old economy” greenhouse fuels as raw product.  By
 rejecting fossil fuel expansion in Portland, we are freed to pursue other, more forward-looking,
 stable, high paying jobs for our city and its citizens.
 
I urge you to reject any diluting amendments that may be proposed this Thursday, Nov. 12 and
 instead, stand strong to protect the strength of Resolution #1157 ‘s language and (as I understand
 it) its legally binding policy effect. 
 
I look forward to attending the groundbreaking Nov. 12 council meeting! 
 
Stand Strong.  Sincerely,
 
Sarah Prowell, R.G.
2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, Oregon 97239
503-452-0972



From: Wes Kempfer
To: Hales, Mayor; Commissioner Fritz
Cc: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Thank you! (Re: fossil fuel export resolutions)
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:11:28 PM

Dear Mayor Hales, Commissioner Fritz,

This message is to thank you both for initiating and cosponsoring the two City Council
 resolutions regarding fossil fuel exports through our region. I have been active on this issue
 for quite some time. Like so many of my cohorts, I've spent considerable amounts of my own
 time and money, and have even risked arrest, trying to raise awareness about it in our
 community. As a struggling small business person, these are things that I can scarcely afford,
 But, it is absolutely insane to allow fossil fuel exports through Portland at a time when the
 latest science indicates that we should stop burning all fossil fuels as quickly as we possibly
 can. It seems crazier still considering that there are technologies and policy mechanisms that
 are already being successfully implemented in other parts of the world that could help us to
 rapidly transition. I am so grateful that as city leaders you have come to see it that way too.

Sincerely,

Wes Kempfer

This Neck of the Woods Consulting
Web development, problem solving, and technical research
Applying technology to enable communities and local economies
503-926-3867 | wkempferjr@tnotw.com | http://tnotw.com



From: Solveig Nilsen-Goodin
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: For the record RE: Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:34:37 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Commissioners,

I am a pastor, a mother, and a 21-year Portland resident. A few weeks ago my 10-year-old son said the three worst things
 in his life were (in order): GLOBAL WARMING, war, and practicing his clarinet. You can understand why practicing
 might be in the top three for a 10-year-old boy. :)

But please understand this: GLOBAL WARMING IS the WORST thing in his life.  My son is right.

By supporting the current Fossil Fuel resolution YOU will be able to look my son and all children in the eye and say that you
 did something historic to stop global warming.

Please vote YES on resolution #1157 and let's make history together...for our children.

Thank you.

Rev. Solveig Nilsen-Goodin
Portland, OR 97213



From: Doctor Munira Doctor
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:09:51 PM

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our
 communities are put at risk by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon
 the City of Portland to pass a resolution that will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing
 through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil fuel infrastructure including
 trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations.

Doctor Munira Doctor
Portland, OR



From: Christine Glenn
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:35:39 AM

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our
 communities are put at risk by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon
 the City of Portland to pass a resolution that will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing
 through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil fuel infrastructure including
 trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations.

Christine Glenn
Portland, OR



From: Bill Michtom
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: All Fossil Fuels Must Be Stopped
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:56:44 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Portland City Commissioners:

I strongly urge you to pass the resolution to prohibit new fossil fuel transport infrastructure in Portland. Ending
 fossil fuel use is absolutely necessary for the survival of a livable earth and passing the resolution shows that the
 City is serious about curbing dangerous greenhouse gas emissions.

The resolution will help to protect our communities from oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil
 spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption, and put more pressure on the fossil fuel industry to
 close down their business.

Thank you.

Bill Michtom
731 SW Salmon St, Apt 505
505
Portland, OR 97205
5039751529



From: Stephanie Christensen
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:48:40 PM

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our
 communities are put at risk by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon
 the City of Portland to pass a resolution that will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing
 through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil fuel infrastructure including
 trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations.

Stephanie Christensen
Portland, OR



From: Craig Heverly
To: Commissioner Novick; Saltzman, Dan; Council Clerk – Testimony; Commissioner Fish
Subject: Fossil fuel infrastructure
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 7:05:53 PM

Please be brave, bold, and visionary and vote "yes" on the measure to ban new fossil fuel infrastructure. My family
 is counting on you.  Thanks.

Craig Heverly
9702



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 7:33:48 AM

From: Sarah 
Email: sdeumling@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

This is a fantastic idea and future generations will thank you and be better off for it. Thank
 you for LEADING!

Sincerely,

Sarah



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 7:28:40 AM

From: Nathan 
Email: designlovegiveadamn@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Nathan



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 6:16:46 AM

From: Diana 
Email: dianarempe@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Diana



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 2:57:29 AM

From: Anthony 
Email: bencivea@reed.edu

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Anthony



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 10:36:08 PM

From: John 
Email: jonnikl@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

John



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 10:19:43 PM

From: katy 
Email: katytmcfadden@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

katy



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 9:32:00 PM

From: Carol 
Email: carolgonzalez@fronier.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Carol



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:58:16 PM

From: Sheila 
Email: goldensheila6@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Sheila



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:30:53 PM

From: Erika 
Email: rikalittle@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Erika



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:18:18 PM

From: Jane 
Email: jane@janestackhouse.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Jane



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:10:01 PM

From: Patsy 
Email: pharrisnamu@yahoo.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Patsy



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:05:34 PM

From: Tori 
Email: tmmyoder@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Tori



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 7:43:09 PM

From: Melinda 
Email: melindamccoy1@aol.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,
Melinda McCoy
PS: I have five grandchildren and I vote.

Melinda



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 7:39:02 PM

From: jake 
Email: rianal@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

it's about time ...

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

jake



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:56:00 PM

From: Michael 
Email: mcath87@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Michael



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:45:26 PM

From: John 
Email: jrau2@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

John



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:38:16 PM

From: Thea 
Email: theaweiss@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

While I would like to be at the Council meeting tomorrow but am ill and don't want to give
 this virus to any of you, I'd like to weigh in and strongly support the City of Portland
 resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more, I believe wholeheartedly it is imperative that the City of Portland
 pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz
 on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and
 residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or
 storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Thea



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:59:27 PM

From: Lucy 
Email: lbwhipps@yahoo.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Lucy



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:58:57 PM

From: marilee 
Email: marileedea@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

marilee



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:32:35 PM

From: Susan Bennett 
Email: sbparks7@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Susan Bennett



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:24:30 PM

From: Robert 
Email: rbgrossman@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely, Robert Grossman

Robert



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:50:21 PM

From: Daniel 
Email: dsjaffee@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Daniel



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:48:05 PM

From: Janice 
Email: javranka@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Janice



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:09:38 PM

From: Edward 
Email: edepley@hotmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Edward



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:07:54 PM

From: Anna 
Email: wellscottage@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Anna



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:58:12 PM

From: Carolyn 
Email: sackettandjetta@hotmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

I would be there if I could at the hearing on November 12th but I am teaching high school to
 our kids. Let's show our youth that we care about the future of their planet!!!!!!!!!

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Carolyn



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:27:55 PM

From: Daniel 
Email: danielmattson@hotmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Daniel



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:20:22 PM

From: Jennifer 
Email: jenniferroseschwartz@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Jennifer



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:16:47 PM

From: Judy Arielle 
Email: judyarielle@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Judy Arielle



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:09:36 PM

From: Harry 
Email: harrykershner@msn.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Harry



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:09:23 PM

From: James 
Email: jamesltyreeii@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

James



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:08:00 PM

From: Cathy 
Email: cathyj.hume@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Cathy



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:03:39 PM

From: Michael 
Email: littm10@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways. I attended last week's hearing at which this resolution
 was discussed and heard several proposed amendments from Steve Novick and Nick Fish. My
 impression was that these amendments would clarify the intent of the resolution and would
 not oppose it's basic purpose, so I hope that you will pass an amended resolution tomorrow.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. And neighborhoods with low income and minority residents would experience the
 worst impacts. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and
 goals in the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable,
 resilient and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Michael



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:57:05 PM

From: Bill 
Email: bbharris1936@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Bill



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:55:42 PM

From: Sybil 
Email: sybkohl@msn.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Sybil



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:53:48 PM

From: Sarah 
Email: sprowell@ix.netcom.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Sarah



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:48:26 PM

From: Sarah 
Email: sprowell@ix.netcom.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Sarah



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:38:30 PM

From: Brian 
Email: brian@brianksmith.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Brian



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:38:13 PM

From: kim 
Email: k.mdavis@yahoo.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

kim



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:34:08 PM

From: Mary & John 
Email: marysievertsen@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Mary & John



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:23:09 PM

From: Michael 
Email: mjgpdx36@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety, and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods, and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s goals in the Portland-Multnomah
 County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient, and prosperous
 communities.

On behalf of my grandchildren who will inherit tomorrow the results of your vote today, I
 urge you to pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and
 Commissioner Fritz on November 12th.

Let your wise and forward-looking action be a positive message from the people of Portland to
 the world leaders meeting next month in Paris. The time is now.

Sincerely,

Michael



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:15:52 PM

From: Curt 
Email: curt.j.schneider@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Other jurisdictions and countries (Germany, Denmark, The Netherlands, China and many
 more) are moving to renewable energy development and use. Let's continue to show the way
 on how we can save the planet from human induced global warming.

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Curt



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:02:38 PM

From: Judy 
Email: sib@hevanet.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways. We need to support keeping fossil fuels in the ground
 by limiting their routes of transport to where they are burned.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and well-being of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and its surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Judy



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:00:38 PM

From: Lee 
Email: leeschmidt1938@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Lee



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:55:44 PM

From: Joanne 
Email: joannedelmonico@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Joanne



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:53:24 PM

From: Steve 
Email: stevegoldstein@hotmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

Recent events have demonstrated first, that the methods proposed for oil, coal and gas
 transportation and processing facilities in our region are not designed as state of the art, safety
 as a first priority, facilities. Second, they are designed to meet industry safety minimums to
 generate maximum profitability. Third, they fail to take into account the devastating
 contributions they will make to global warming and fourth, our location with highly unstable
 soils and land forms in the path of the next Pacific Subduction Zone major earthquake.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Steve



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:51:06 PM

From: Gregory 
Email: gregorymonahan29@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Gregory



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:20:16 PM

From: Emilie 
Email: emagen@bendbroadband.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

Although I am not a resident of your fair city, I do reside in another of Oregon's fair cities,
 Bend, and want to let you all know that people from across the state and region are very
 interested in this legislation. I am personally in strong support of the City of Portland's
 resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland and surrounding waterways. The
 passage of this Resolution will strike a bold leadership stance on this critically important issue
 for all Oregonians, and will set a standard for communities across the region to embrace as we
 all strive to find ways to combat the climate change crisis that we can no longer ignore.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more, I'm hoping that the City of Portland will pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Your attention to these comments is much appreciated.

Sincerely,

Emilie



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:18:32 PM

From: Mark 
Email: frogger104@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Mark



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:14:13 PM

From: Peter 
Email: peterjng1@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Peter



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:10:56 PM

From: William 
Email: wobobr123@yahoo.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

William



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:10:50 PM

From: Mark 
Email: markdari@pacifier.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Mark



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:59:55 AM

From: Ginny 
Email: vwc1010@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Ginny



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:37:33 AM

From: Sherrie 
Email: heckendorn8366@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.
Please help stop this insanity and save not only our states environment but the world's
 environment

Sincerely,

Sherrie



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:32:30 AM

From: Tasha 
Email: tashamail@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Tasha



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:28:20 AM

From: Tracy 
Email: farwellt@msn.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

THE FOSSIL FUEL INDUSTRY NEVER REPORTED ON THEIR MASSIVE LEAK
 RATES FOR CLIMATE DESTROYING METHANE, AND RELY ON INDEPENDENT
 RESEARCHERS TO REPORT THE FACTS. THEY HAVE NO PLAN IN PLACE FOR
 RECLAIMING CLIMATE, DESPITE EARLIER REMEDIES FOR SULFUR EMISSIONS
 AND UNDERGROUND FUEL TANK LEAKAGE. PORTLAND NEEDS TO LEVY A
 FULL STOP, NOW.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Tracy



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:28:15 AM

From: Patricia 
Email: ashlandmagic@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Patricia



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:27:33 AM

From: Daniel 
Email: daniel.yuhas@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Daniel



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:27:25 AM

From: Colin 
Email: colonelforbes@hotmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Colin



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:23:08 AM

From: Walt 
Email: mintkeski@juno.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Walt



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:20:08 AM

From: Martin 
Email: martinlherrera@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Martin



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:18:55 AM

From: Donna 
Email: murph1949@aol.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Donna



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:17:47 AM

From: Jennifer 
Email: jenbaye@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Jennifer



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:15:11 AM

From: barbara 
Email: browerb@pdx.edu

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

barbara



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:14:03 AM

From: Dante 
Email: dcdante15@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Dante Carnevale

Dante



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:46:54 AM

From: Jane 
Email: jane@janestackhouse.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Jane



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 9:41:57 PM

From: Joe 
Email: joetruck@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways, as well as helping protect the rest of Oregon and
 large parts of Washington, the Gorge and Vancouver.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Joe



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 9:38:32 PM

From: JAN 
Email: janowa85@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

JAN



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 9:03:19 PM

From: Christina 
Email: snowmoondogs@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Christina



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:59:45 PM

From: Jeanne 
Email: jeanne.alberts@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Jeanne



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 4:25:56 PM

From: Sandra 
Email: joosgalefamily@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Sandra



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 3:50:39 PM

From: Gary 
Email: mccuen7691@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Gary



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 3:46:24 PM

From: Rebecca 
Email: rebeccatrek@yahoo.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Rebecca



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 3:09:24 PM

From: Natalie 
Email: hoepagirl@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Natalie



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 2:46:26 PM

From: Don 
Email: ddumond@uoregon.edu

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Don



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 12:45:30 PM

From: Abbey 
Email: aby@sirensongfarm.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Abbey



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 12:34:43 PM

From: Sean 
Email: sean@oregonpsr.org

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Sean



From: Jenna Garmon
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 7:35:09 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Jenna Garmon
7520 SE Milwaukie Ave. #206
Portland, OR 97202



From: L Ted Nelson
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 9:18:35 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

L Ted Nelson
5650 N Hudson St
Portland, OR 97203



From: T L
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 9:00:38 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

T L
123 no thanks
La Center, WA 98629
913-961-1481



From: Aaron Newman
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:57:03 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Aaron Newman
5124 SW 45th ave
Unit B
Portland, OR 97221
503-547-7308



From: Lynn Hager
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:54:45 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Lynn Hager
5124 SW 45th ave
Unit B
Portland, OR 97221
503-547-7308



From: John Nettleton
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:51:33 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

John Nettleton
4311 SE 37th Ave. #21
Portland, OR 97202
9712071142



From: James Heffernan
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:48:40 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

James Heffernan
1908 NE Multnomah Street, Apt 7
Portland, OR 97232
5033816408



From: joana kirchhoff
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:42:22 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

joana kirchhoff
3414 NE 73rd
Portland, OR 97213
5032809880



From: Carol Rogers
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:40:15 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Carol Rogers
14928 NW Mill Rd
Portland, OR 97231
503 984-4722



From: Nancy Anderson
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:35:04 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Nancy Anderson
330 S. E. 75th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
503-284-6193



From: Eldon Haines
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:23:48 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

We know that the only safe path for our world is to stop burning fossil fuels.  We have to keep fossil fuels in the
 ground.

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

Portland can walk the talk.

Sincerely,

Eldon Haines
4343B NE Ainsworth St
Portland, OR 97218
971-406-2474



From: jan and larry Slobin
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: We support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 7:52:22 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

We strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

We urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky,
 polluting fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil
 and propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel
 consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Jan and Larry Slobin

jan and larry Slobin
2340 NW Brewer Kabe
Portland, OR 97229
503-200-2202



From: Marianne Eddington
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 7:49:37 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.
Though I am a resident across the river, Portlands decision will improve the lives of Clark County for years to come,
 and be a role model for Vancouver to follow your example.
I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Marianne Eddington
20520 N.E. 221st Circle
Battle Ground, WA 98604
360-666-6204



From: Chris Arthur
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:42:45 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Chris Arthur
3343 NE 18th
Portland, OR 97212
503 313 8495



From: Wanda Pilakowski
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:09:13 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Wanda Pilakowski
31524 Leafy Lane
portland, OR 97056
503-543-3830



From: Frodo Okulam
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:51:53 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

We have an opportunity to take the lead in saving our world from the devastating effects of climate change.  Please
 vote yes on this resolution!

Sincerely,

Frodo Okulam
2804 NE 42nd Ave
Portland, OR 97213
5037534451



From: Meg Ruby
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:44:50 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Meg Ruby
3218 SE Tibbets
Portland, OR 97202
5039789458



From: Lynne Magnuson
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 11:12:23 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Lynne Magnuson
4446 SE Center St
Portland, OR 97206



From: Sarah Prowell
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 10:14:55 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Sarah Prowell
2216 SW Sunset Blvd
Portland, OR 97239
503-452-0972



From: Sharon Miller
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 10:09:37 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Sharon Miller
1501 NE 89th Ct
Vancouver, WA 98664
2062281827



From: Janna Auslam
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 10:09:36 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Janna Auslam
1718 SE 42nd Ave
Portland, OR 97215



From: Robert Ranta
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 9:45:51 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Robert Ranta
7144 N. Boston
Portland, OR 97217



From: Ineke Deruyter
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:44:01 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Ineke Deruyter
9322 N Oswego Ave
Portland, OR 97203
503-286-6364



From: Matt Mcdell
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:42:41 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

PLEASE HELP END THE DESTRUCTION OF THE PLACES AND RESOURCES THAT MAKE OREGON SO
 BEAITIFUL. Columbia gorge is one of the seven wonders of the world. You are among the few brave souls elected
 to protect it, let's keep it beautiful and habitable. Shall we?

Matt Mcdell
3125 SE Yamhill St
Portland, OR 97214



From: Sarah Knudsen
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:12:28 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Sarah Knudsen
0108 SW Brugger Street
Portland, OR 97219
503-701-6490



From: Randall Webb
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:08:41 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Randall Webb
2328 NW Glisan St. Apt 10
Portland, OR 97210



From: Daniel Jaffee
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 8:05:23 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Daniel Jaffee
4723 NE 14th Ave
Portland, OR 97211



From: Margaret Comfort
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 7:59:25 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Margaret Comfort
3743 N Overlook Blvd
Portland, OR 97227
503 2818150



From: Lee Kristin
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 7:56:51 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Lee Kristin
5803 SW Garden Home Rd
Portland, OR 97219
5032276460



From: Chris Bekemeier
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 7:34:14 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Chris Bekemeier
3045 NE Flanders
Portland, OR 97232



From: Ketty Miller
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 7:13:23 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Ketty Miller
14209 NE Eugene Ct
Portland, OR 97230
5037801368



From: Marna Jones
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 7:13:11 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Marna Jones
3144 NE 18th Ave
Portland, OR 97212
503-974-4565



From: Marissa Dorais
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 6:30:09 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Marissa Dorais

Marissa Dorais
511 NE 29th Ave
Portland, OR 97232
503-415-1037



From: Pamela Howard
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 6:05:58 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Pamela Howard
2124 SW Laurel Street
Portland, OR 97201



From: Karen Henell & Gregg McCarty
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 6:04:19 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Karen Henell & Gregg McCarty
4605 SW 27th Ave
Portland, OR 97239
503-246-5545



From: Kate Schmitt
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 6:04:18 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Kate Schmitt
PO Box 29083
Portland, OR 97296
5022328887



From: Marilyn Harlin
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:46:43 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Harlin
255 SE 33rd Ave
Portland, OR 97214
503-233=2555



From: Rose Christopherson
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:28:47 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Rose Christopherson
14707 Nw Cedar St
Portland, OR 97231
(503) 247-7219



From: Andrea Marks
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:26:14 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,
Andrea Marks

Andrea Marks
9845 N Syracuse St
Portland, OR 97203
9715067018



From: Jeffrey Mills
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:17:09 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Jeffrey Mills

Jeffrey Mills
5533 NE 24th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
971-409-8578



From: Paulette Meyer
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:16:08 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Paulette Meyer
1615 SE 58th Ave
Portland, OR 97215
5032367795



From: Jeff Stookey
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:06:30 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

We must keep fossil fuels in the ground.

We currently have all the scientific and technical knowledge and the physical resources to get all of the energy we
 need from renewables, according to Mark Z. Jacobson, Director of the Atmosphere/Energy Program and Professor
 of Civil and Environmental Engineering at Stanford University.  Now add to that a new analysis, called "World
 Energy Revolution: A Sustainable World Energy Outlook 2015", produced by Greenpeace in collaboration with
 researchers from the German Aerospace Center, that says our world can make the switch to 100% renewable energy
 by 2050.  Feed-in-tariffs--which have helped put Germany and Ontario, Canada at the forefront of the transition to
 green energy--are promoted by Oregonians for Renewable Energy Progress (OREP) as an important policy tool to
 incentivize this transition.

America’s path to prosperity lies in a rapid switch-over to abundant, homegrown, renewable energy to power our
 homes, businesses, and vehicles--NOT in facilitating extracting and exporting of dirty, polluting coal, oil, and gas,
 which represents a retreat from the 21st Century economy.  Renewable energy already employs 2.7 million workers
 (more than the fossil fuel industry) and studies have shown that green energy will continue to create far more jobs
 than the fossil fuel industries.  [see: Sizing the Clean Economy, A National and Regional Green Jobs Assessment
 by the Metropolitan Policy Program at the Brookings Institute, 2011.]  A U.S.-led, green, industrial revolution will
 move our economy forward, create millions of new jobs, and help ensure a livable planet for future generations.

Sincerely,

Jeff Stookey
3656 NE Wasco St
Portland, OR 97232
503-232-6867



From: Darvel Lloyd
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:03:15 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Darvel Lloyd
54 S.E. 74th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
503-251-2784



From: Charles Townsend
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 4:38:18 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Charles Townsend
623 NE Morris
Portland, OR 97212
971-322-7136



From: Bridget Bayer
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 4:36:47 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,
Bridget Bayer

Bridget Bayer
173 NE Bridgeton Rd
Portland, OR 98211
503-249-7981



From: Robin Engle
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 4:22:52 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Robin Engle
5946 NE Hoyt St
Portland, OR 97213
503-896-9967



From: Kristen Abram
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 4:07:35 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Kristen Abram
4532 NE 20th Ave.
Portland, OR 97211
971-207-1758



From: Robert Wilson
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 4:04:11 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Robert Wilson
8333 SE 23rd Ave
Apt D
Portland, OR 97202



From: John DAvolio
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 4:04:10 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

John DAvolio
2543 NE 44th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
4152837368



From: Vernon Groves
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 3:48:31 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

Peer reviewed climate science is saying that quickly switching to clean energy is an urgent necessity for a
 sustainable future.  It is life on our planet itself that is at stake.

Therefore I strongly  support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new
 fossil fuel transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about
 curbing dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty
 fossil fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I
 also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Vernon Groves
5496 SW 157th Pl.
Aloha, OR 97007
503-641-5196



From: Jenny Holmes
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 2:43:01 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Jenny Holmes
2325 NE 44th Ave.
Portland, OR 97213



From: marilee dea
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 2:05:28 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

marilee dea
4613 NE Killingsworth Street, Unit #2
Unit #2
Portland, OR 97218
503 771 6088



From: Susan Monson
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 12:44:29 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Susan Monson
2002 SE 59th Av
Portland, OR 97215



From: P Horter
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 12:02:31 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

This is so important!

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

P Horter
17827 NW Sauvie Is.Rd.
Portland, OR 97231
5034331902



From: Judith Eda
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I STRONGLY support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 10:19:23 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I write to tell you I'm supporting the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit
 new fossil fuel transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about
 curbing dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty
 fossil fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region toward a cleaner energy future. I
 also support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in our city’s effort to reduce our consuming and
 investing in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Judith Eda
4655 NE Killingsworth St
Portland, OR 97218
971-276-2789



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I Support the Fossil Fuel Policy and Oil Train Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 5:19:10 PM

From: Brent 
Email: brent_rocks@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Brent



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I Support the Fossil Fuel Policy and Oil Train Resolution
Date: Tuesday, November 10, 2015 3:55:45 PM

From: Helen 
Email: hlhays@ccgmail.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Helen



From: Dianne Ensign
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:10:55 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Dianne Ensign
11600 SW Lancaster Rd
Portland, OR 97219



From: Anne-Marie Claire
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:05:03 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Anne-Marie Claire
(Moved)
Portland, OR 97212
5032844574



From: Susan Gere
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:01:11 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

We are the Gateway; we are the Watchers on the Wall. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to
 reduce our consumption and investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is
 a critical and necessary action.

Sincerely,

Susan Gere
9311 N Willamette Blvd
Portland, OR 97203
6508231973



From: Matthew Smith
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 10:02:41 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Matthew Smith
8524 ne thompson
Portland, OR 97220
5034061465



From: Ann Littlewood
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:42:32 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:I strongly su

Please vote to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel transport infrastructure in Portland. The
 fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather
 than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels, the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the
 City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future.

The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and propane train hazards, the Columbia River
 from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption, by adopting the fossil fuel export policy
 resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Ann Littlewood
2915 NE 21st Ave
Portland, OR 97212
5032878782



From: Craig Heverly
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 8:40:43 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Craig Heverly
4814 SE 30th Ave Apt 131
Portland, OR 97202
5032357144



From: Melba Dlugonski
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 7:43:12 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Melba Dlugonski
6735 SE 78th
Portland, OR 97206



From: Claudia Craig and Roberta Fisher
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 7:39:28 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Claudia Craig and Roberta Fisher
4731 NE Shaver St.
Portland, OR 97213
503-331-8160



From: Mark Leed
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 7:16:49 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Sincerely,

Mark Leed
3419 E. 21st St., Unit 4
Vancouver, WA 98661
3607359451



From: SJ van Rees
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:53:27 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

SJ van Rees
133 NW 18th Ave Apt 3
Portland, OR 97209



From: Jason Nolin
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:29:11 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Jason Nolin
5745 NE Church St
Portland, OR 97218



From: Elizabeth Sheppard
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 6:29:08 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

Thank you for passing the City of Portland’s resolution to prohibit new fossil fuel transport infrastructure in
 Portland.  This empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future.

I urge you also to support the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary action.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Sheppard
2007 SE Bybee Blvd
Portland, OR 97202
360-521-8316



From: Joann Macey
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:58:23 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I am so glad that the City Council has the strength to take action and stand up to horrible uses of our environment.
 Thanks

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Joann Macey
1320 SW Hilary
McMinnville, OR 97128
5033790021



From: Marian Rauch
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:52:44 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Marian Rauch
1574 SE River Ridge Dr.
Portland, OR 97222



From: Mary Forst
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:40:23 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Mary Forst
15500 NW Ferry Rd
Portland, OR 97231



From: Rebecca Clark
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:39:24 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Clark
5035 N Depauw St
Portland, OR 97203
503-735-9194



From: Sandra HILL
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:36:12 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Sandra HILL
13110 SE River Rd.
Portland, OR 97222
503 353 2790



From: robert turner
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:20:20 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

robert turner
po bx 29035
portland, OR 97296
503 241 8612



From: penelope lichatowich
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:19:10 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

penelope lichatowich
4625 NE 38th Ave
Portland, OR 97211
503-284-2465



From: Tom Lichatowich
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:17:46 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Tom Lichatowich
4625  NE 38th Ave
Portland, OR 97211



From: marjorie bontje
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:17:39 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

marjorie bontje
2143N. skidmore terrace
Portland, OR 97217
503 281 5953



From: Ken Ferguson
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:12:41 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Ken Ferguson
6019 SE Steele St.
Portland, OR 97206



From: Mary Andre
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:03:26 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Mary Andre
2940 SE Brooklyn St
Portland, OR 97202
971-506-3197



From: Douglas Hayner
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:01:29 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Douglas Hayner
5825 NE Emerson
Portland, OR 97218



From: Celeste Soles
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 5:00:17 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Celeste Soles
6126 NE 31st Avenue
Portland, OR 97211
5032842607



From: Barbara McLean
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:56:29 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Barbara McLean
2025 SE Grant Street
Portland, OR 97214
503-381-8296



From: Nieba Paige
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:49:56 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Nieba Paige
1322 SE 60th Ave.
Portland, OR 97215
503-234-7432



From: Eric Strid
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:49:04 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

We live in White Salmon, Washington, but your actions on fossil fuel terminals directly affect the safety and
 prosperity of our communities in the Columbia Gorge. 19 dangerous oil trains per week pass near our house and
 through dozens of Gorge communities; and about as many coal trains per week continue spewing coal along the
 tracks and into the river. (Don't go near one on a windy day!)

It's time to adopt clean, 21st-century fuels and technologies. And it's clear that fossil fuel infrastructure will become
 stranded within a decade or two. We power our home and two electric vehicles with a grid-tied solar array, all for
 $18 a month. That is a glimpse of our clean future.

We applaud Portland for stepping up to tell Big Oil that  enough is enough!

Sincerely,

Eric Strid
545 Waubish
White Salmon, WA 98672
5033327507



From: Linda Cook
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:42:25 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Linda Cook
PO Box 935
Manzanita, OR 97130



From: Patricia Chandler
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:23:16 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

I was at the meeting on November 4th and was moved by the people of the First Nation, the beautiful young people
 and all concerned and dedicated citizens who spoke.

I was also moved by the questions and amendments brought by Commissioner Steve Novick and Commissioner
 Nick Fish.  You showed the depth of your understanding and caring about this, the greatest issue facing our
 generation and I'm afraid, all generations to come.  The present time is critical.

Unfortunately, I have a doctor's appointment this Thursday, in Hillsboro, and will be able to attend tomorrow's
 meeting.

Sincerely,
Patricia L. Chander, mother, grandmother, counselor

Patricia Chandler
124 SW Bancroft St
Portland, OR 97239
5032949076



From: John MacDonald
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:17:39 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

John MacDonald
8893 NW Savoy Lane
Portland, OR 97229
503-764-9876



From: Lin Reedijk
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:15:49 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a thruway for dirty fossil fuels, the
 fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support the
 resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Lin Reedijk
4673 SW Corbett Ave Uppr
Uppr
Portland, OR 97239
503-227-4698



From: Richard Benner
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:15:11 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Richard Benner
2525 SE Ankeny St
Portland, OR 97214
5034490278



From: Michael Schulte
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:11:35 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Michael Schulte
3612 NE 44th
Portland, OR 97213
503.331.9590



From: Jules and Renee Elias
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 4:04:55 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Jules and Renee Elias
6435 S,E,Yamhill St
Portland, OR 97215
503 936 7453



From: Angela Moos
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:59:26 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Angela Moos
3417 N Russet
Portland, OR 97217
503-285-4276



From: Laura Heller
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 3:05:58 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Laura Heller
5604 NE Going St
Portland, OR 97218



From: James Tyree II
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 2:44:37 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

James Tyree II
9005 SW Caroline Dr
Portland, OR 97225
5038905615



From: Shari Sokel
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:36:39 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Shari Sokel
2305 SE 47th Ave 97215
Portland, OR 97215
503-475-4274



From: Kelly O"Hanley
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:29:11 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Kelly O'Hanley
6134 NE Alameda St
Portland, OR 97213
5038808844



From: Dawn Bolgioni
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:28:38 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Dawn Bolgioni
3505 SE Sherman St
Portland, OR 97214
5033584243



From: Alice Knouff
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 1:14:25 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Alice Knouff
3944 SE Ankeny St
Portland, OR 97214
503-235-8702



From: Margaret MacGregor
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:40:25 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Margaret MacGregor
1824 se 49th ave
portland, OR 97215



From: Grant Sawyer
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:29:09 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Grant Sawyer
3763 SE Grant St Unit A
Portland, OR 97214
5037995472



From: Peter Teneau & Nancy Cushwa
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:15:00 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Peter Teneau & Nancy Cushwa
2715 N Terry St
Portland, OR 97217
503-978 0119



From: Marilyn Cohen
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 12:02:47 PM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Cohen
12145 SW 33rd Avenue
Portland, OR 97219



From: Lani Roberts
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 11:20:56 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Lani Roberts
3515 Belmont Drive
Hood River, OR 97031
5412509027



From: Paul Metzger
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 10:59:43 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Paul Metzger
5105 SW Evelyn St.
Portland, OR 97219
5032468505



From: Stephen & Irene Bachhuber
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 10:39:47 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Stephen & Irene Bachhuber
3428 SE 9th Ave
Portland, OR 97202
503-777-8608



From: Pamela Bergquist-Sullivan
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 10:30:59 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Pamela Bergquist-Sullivan
4621 SW Cameron Rd
Portland, OR 97221
9712225373



From: Craig Heverly
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Wednesday, November 11, 2015 9:53:46 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Craig Heverly
4814 SE 30th Ave Apt 131
Portland, OR 97202
5032357144



From: John E. Mijo
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:08:05 PM

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our
 communities are put at risk by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon
 the City of Portland to pass a resolution that will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing
 through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil fuel infrastructure including
 trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations.

John E. Mijo
Portland, OR



From: Candace Lazarus
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 6:08:26 PM

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our
 communities are put at risk by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon
 the City of Portland to pass a resolution that will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing
 through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil fuel infrastructure including
 trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations.

Candace Lazarus
Portland, OR



From: Julia Wyatt
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Vote to block all new fossil fuel projects in Portland.
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 4:44:20 PM

In order to stop all new fossil fuel projects in Portland and ensure that none of our
 communities are put at risk by fossil fuel extraction, storage and transportation, we call upon
 the City of Portland to pass a resolution that will prohibit explosive oil trains from passing
 through the City of Portland and to ban all new, large-scale fossil fuel infrastructure including
 trains, pipelines, storage tanks and transfer stations.

Julia Wyatt
Portland, OR



From: Ted Gleichman
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Cc: Hales, Mayor; Commissioner Fritz; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Novick; Commissioner Saltzman; Alpert,

Josh; Crail, Tim; Schmanski, Sonia; Warner, Chris; Finn, Brendan
Subject: Testimony, Res. #1179 -- with thanks, and a special shout-out to Commissioner Novick
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 1:05:42 PM
Attachments: Ted Gleichman-Testimony-Portland City Council-No New Fossil Fuel Infrastructire-Whereas #4-November 4

2015.pdf
ATT00001.htm
Climate Impacts of Gas & LNG-One page Science Summary.pdf
ATT00002.htm
Climate Impacts of Natural Gas Production & LNG Export--Edition 1.3--November 2014.pdf
ATT00003.htm

Attached are 3 items, also provided in hard copy to Mayor Hales & Commissioners Fritz, Fish,
 and Novick on November 4th (previous item #1157).
Thanks so much for your unanimous support for Commissioner Fritz’s beautifully-
written resolution re Crude-By-Rail (item #1156).

My topic is the fact that natural gas (pure methane, post-refinery) and other gaseous
hydrocarbons (such as propane) can no longer be considered positive for the global climate,
based on comprehensive recent science.

These materials are a direct clearly-documented rebuttal to those who testified Nov. 4 that
natural gas is still a net plus for the planet, as we adapt our energy economy.

1) Nov. 4 Testimony Superset (2 pages — attached) — With the shout-out materials for
Commissioner Novick
This brief document includes this thesaurus point at the end:

"Please also be clear on who we are:

We are indefatigable.

We are assiduous, determined, dogged, hard-working, indomitable, industrious, persistent,
relentless, resolute, single-minded, tenacious, tireless, unfaltering, unflagging, unremitting,
unshakable, unswerving, untiring, unwavering, unwearied.

Also, we will not give up." 

The reference is that in 2008, Commissioner Novick corrected my pronunciation of
indefatigable.
This was embarrassing but useful, so I added it as pointed humor for this testimony.

2) Climate Impacts of Natural Gas Production & LNG Export: A Synopsis of Current
Science (8 pages — attached).
This document, which I edited, was assembled by leaders of the statewide anti-LNG coalition
(alpha):
— 1000 Friends of Oregon
— Cascadia Wildlands
— Columbia Riverkeeper
— Crag Law Center
— Food & Water Watch
— Oregon Coast Alliance



Natural Gas and LNG Exports 
are NOT “Climate Solutions”

natural gas cannot be a “bridge to the future.”

Methane Leakage is Pervasive in the Supply Chain

Methane is More Dangerous than Carbon Dioxide  

Time is of the Essence  

 Scientists Sound the Alarm on Methane Leakage

  

The Industry Has Failed to Monitor and Stop Methane Leakage 

“If left unchecked, climate change will increase the likelihood of severe, pervasive and irreversible 
impacts for people and ecosystems.”  - United Nations IPCC, 2014



 

Contributions from the following Oregonians: 
Sierra Club

Waterkeeper Alliance Western Environmental Law Center
Food & Water Watch Rogue Riverkeeper Cascadia 
Wildlands Oregon Wild Oregon Shores Conservation Coalition
Crag Law Center Oregon Coast Alliance Sierra Club

1000 Friends of Oregon Columbia Riverkeeper

 The Washington Post on DOE LNG Life-Cycle: 



Climate Impacts of  
Natural Gas Production and LNG Export 

------------------------------------------------------------- 
A Synopsis of Current Science 

November 2014 
Edition 1.3 

 

The climate impacts of producing natural gas and exporting liquefied natural gas (LNG) 
have been analyzed in major peer-reviewed studies over the last three years.   
 

We now have a clear outcome:  
 

• Natural gas consumption – here or abroad – exacerbates greenhouse gas pollution, and  
• Natural gas production and LNG exports offer no substantive reduction of carbon 

pollution over other fossil fuels.  They are not “climate solutions.” 
 

Therefore, natural gas cannot be a “bridge to the future.” 
 

This synopsis explains why.  
 

 
 

The LNG Export Tanker “Arctic Lady” 
 

Photo: kees torn, Flickr: Arctic Lady. License: Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.0, Wikimedia Commons 
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Methane Leakage is Pervasive in the Supply Chain 
 
Natural gas is predominantly methane at the well, and essentially 100% methane post-refinery.  The 
studies detailed here identified methane leakage as a key factor determining the overall greenhouse gas 
impact and life-cycle pollution of natural gas. 1  
 
 

 
 

Methane – CH4 – the fundamental, simplest, and most versatile hydrocarbon. 
 

Illustration: Effeietsanders, Netherlands–Methaan. License: Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 2.5, Wikimedia Commons. 
 
Leakage creates fugitive methane emissions throughout the gas supply chain: in drilling and production, 
transmission, processing and refining, and distribution (including liquefaction into LNG and its 
transport, regasification, and redistribution).  
 
 

Methane is More Dangerous Than Carbon Dioxide   
 
The characterization of natural gas as the ideal long-term transition fuel to a distant renewable-energy 
economy (“the bridge to the future”) comes from the perception that it is the least-polluting fossil fuel.  
(It also embodies the false claim that renewable energy is not ready for prime time.2)  Industry 
constantly claims that natural gas is actually “clean.”3   
 
It is true that direct methane combustion, viewed in isolation from the rest of the natural gas supply 
chain and the methane atmospheric life cycle, releases significantly less carbon dioxide than burning 
other fossil fuels.  Unburned, however, methane is a much more potent heat-trapping greenhouse gas 
than carbon dioxide.   
 
Specifically, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) assesses methane impact over a 
twenty-year period as having a global warming potential 86 times greater than carbon dioxide.  Over 
a 100-year period, methane presents a global-warming effect 34 times that of carbon dioxide – still a 
massive imbalance, with dangerous ramifications.4 

                                                
1 For a list of other forms of environmental, economic, and personal damage not specifically addressed in this synopsis, 
please see Note: Other Damages from LNG Exports and Natural Gas Production and Consumption on page 8.  
2 See, for example, Al Gore, The Turning Point: New Hope for the Climate, Rolling Stone, June 18, 2014. 
3 See, for example, Energy Tomorrow, www.energytomorrow.com; America’s Natural Gas Alliance, anga.us. 
4 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), Climate Change 2013: Physical Science Basis, Anthropogenic 
and Natural Radiative Forcing, p. 714. 
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Superstorm Sandy, October 30, 2012, one day after landfall. 

It extended from the Florida Panhandle to Lake Superior and across Eastern Canada. 
Photo: NASA, Norman Kuring, Ocean Color Web. Public domain: Wikimedia Commons. 

 
 

Time is of the Essence   
 
Tragically, we do not have a century to make changes.  The next ten to twenty years are critical, and 
methane emissions factor heavily into addressing greenhouse gas pollution in this near term.  The IPCC 
projects that warming increases may reach 3.6° F (2° C) within decades. The dramatic climate impacts 
witnessed to date come from a heat increase of only a bit more than 1.5° F.5 
 
This 3.6° F increase is the level that scientists agree is about the maximum that the Earth can stand 
without suffering the most devastating consequences of climate change.  Furthermore, the growth in 
heat-trapping gases will continue for decades, regardless, and the impacts will build for centuries.  
 
Because methane is such a devastating greenhouse gas, even a tiny percentage of leakage at the well, in 
the pipeline distribution system, at refineries, and in the consumer distribution system creates an 
enormous impact.  Variations that superficially may appear small – say, from a rate of 1.5% to 3% – 
drastically increase overall fugitive-methane pollution. 
 

Scientists Sound the Alarm on Methane Leakage 
 
On July 29, 2014, a panel of leading scientists called on the Obama administration to account accurately 
for the contribution of methane emissions to potential global warming.  They urged the Department of 
Energy (DOE), the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), and other agencies to use a 20-year 
timeframe to evaluate methane’s greenhouse gas impact because of the urgency of the climate crisis:  

“As evidence continues to mount that serious climate change impacts are already upon us, 
research indicates that mitigation of short-lived pollutants such as methane can play a significant role in 
slowing the rate of climate change….”6   

                                                
5 IPCC, Climate Change 2013: Physical Science Basis, Summary for Policymakers, p. 3.  See pp. 27-29 for discussion 
of time frames and long-term impacts, including coastal losses from the melting of the Greenland ice sheet and global 
sea-level rise.  See also the November 2014 Synthesis Report for a comprehensive climate overview: www.ipcc.ch. 
6 Chapin, Davidson, Hong, Howarth, et al., Letter to the U.S. EPA, U.S. DOE, CEQ, and White House Domestic Policy 
Council, July 29, 2014.  “Recommendation to accurately account for warming effects of methane.” See: 
http://tinyurl.com/mjg79hg. 
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Governmental Analyses are Deficient   
 
An important review of key literature on natural gas impacts was provided in two sets of comments 
submitted by Sierra Club, Food & Water Watch, Cascadia Wildlands, Columbia Riverkeeper, and 
others (Sierra Club et al.)7 to DOE on July 21, 2014.  Sierra Club et al. makes it clear that DOE’s life-
cycle analyses of natural gas destined for export (DOE LNG Life-Cycle)8 contain significant gaps and 
flaws, highlighted throughout this synopsis. 
 

The Industry Has Failed to Monitor and Stop Methane Leakage  
 
Sierra Club et al. addresses how DOE LNG Life-Cycle, attempting to evaluate relative impacts of 
natural gas production and LNG export plans, consistently underestimates the methane leakage rate.9   
 
For example, a 2013 study by a team led by University 
of Texas professor David Allen 10  (Texas) directly 
measured methane leaks from wells chosen by the 
industry.  These specimens are likely to have some of 
the best controls and lowest emissions.  The EPA and 
DOE estimate the industry average leak rates to be about 
the same as the Texas best-case examples – a severe 
underestimate of realistic leakage rates.   
 
Significantly, two other seminal studies – one at 
Argonne National Laboratory in 2011, led by Andrew 
Burnham, 11  and another at the federally-chartered 
Institute for Defense Analyses in 2012, by Christopher
Weber and Christopher Clavin 12  – found markedly 
higher leakage estimates than those cited by DOE.   
 
Top-Down versus Bottom-Up Makes a Difference 
 
In the last two years, peer-reviewed studies looking at methane levels in the atmosphere (“top-down” 
studies) provide compelling evidence that the aggregate methane leakage estimates based on 
measurements at wells, pipelines, refineries, and other gas facilities (“bottom-up” reviews, like Texas) 
have dramatically underestimated gas-sector methane leaks. 13   Two recent nationwide life-cycle 
methane emissions studies found emissions levels much higher than current EPA estimates.  

                                                
7 Sierra Club et al., Comments re DOE, “Life Cycle Greenhouse Gas Perspective on Exporting Liquefied Natural Gas 
from the United States,” addressed “Attn: LCA GHG Report Comments,” July 21, 2014.  See: 
http://tinyurl.com/lh9phuj.  In addition to this comment set on LNG and methane, please see the related comment set 
focused on fracking: Comments re DOE, “Environmental Impacts of Unconventional Natural Gas Development and 
Production” and other DOE documents, addressed, “Attn: Addendum Comments,” July 21, 2014.  See:  
http://tinyurl.com/qc94dph.  These comment sets interact. 
8  U.S. Department of Energy, Life Cycle Greenhouse Gas Perspective on Exporting Liquefied Natural Gas from the 
United States, May 29, 2014.  See  http://tinyurl.com/orc3ytz.  
9 Sierra Club et al., pp 5-10. 
10 Allen, D. T., Torres, V. M., Thomas, J., Sullivan, D. W., Harrison, M., Hendler, A., Herndon, S.C., Kolb, C.E., Fraser, 
M.P., Hill, A.D., Lamb, B.K., Miskimins, J., Sawyer, R.F., Seinfeld, J. H. (2013).  Measurements of methane emissions 
at natural gas production sites in the United States. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences. 
11 Burnham, A., Han, J., Clark, C.E., Wang, M., Dunn, J.B., and Palou-Rivera, I. (2011). Lifecycle Greenhouse Gas 
Emissions of Shale Gas, Natural Gas, Coal, and Petroleum. Environmental Science & Technology. 
12 Weber, C. L., and Clavin, C. (2012). Life Cycle Carbon Footprint of Shale Gas: Review of Evidence and Implications. 
Environmental Science & Technology, DOI: 10.1021/es300375n. 
13 Sierra Club et al., p. 9.

Halliburton preparing a fracking site 
in North Dakota’s Bakken field. 

Photo: Joshua Doubek. License: Creative Commons 
Attribution - Share Alike 3.0, Wikimedia Commons. 
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The first, from a team led by Harvard University’s Scot 
M. Miller14 (Harvard), reviewed atmospheric measure-
ments of methane and concluded that the “EPA recently 
[in the 2013 Greenhouse Gas Inventory] decreased its 
[methane] emission factors for fossil fuel extraction and 
processing by 25–30% (for 1990–2011), but we find that 
[methane] data from across North America instead 
indicate the need for a larger adjustment of the opposite 
sign.”15  

 
Harvard concluded that atmospheric measurements of 
methane emissions from all sources were 50% higher 
than the EPA 2013 Greenhouse Gas Inventory’s bottom-
up estimate.  Harvard emphasizes that gas emissions are 
a significant part of the observed emissions that the EPA 
missed in their Inventory amendments, and suggests that 
the actual leak rate is likely to be 3% or more.  
 
This stunning figure establishes natural gas production 
and LNG exports as significant contributors to climate-
changing pollution, even as destructive as coal or oil. 
 

The second study, by a team led by Stanford University’s Adam Brandt16 (Stanford) also concluded that 
the EPA’s Inventory and other bottom-up estimates, which generally use values similar to those 
assumed by DOE, significantly underestimate methane emissions from oil and gas production.  (See The 
Stanford Report article referenced below for a good summary of Stanford.) 
 
Harvard and Stanford, as nationwide studies, parallel with atmospheric studies examining individual
regions, which have found even higher local fugitive methane emissions. In Colorado’s Front Range 
fracking region (the Denver-Julesberg Basin), two studies by a National Oceanic & Atmospheric 
Administration (NOAA) team led by Gabrielle Petron concluded that during gas production alone, the 
gas leak rate was about 4%.17  
 
Alarmingly, the same NOAA research team, led by Anna Karion, found dramatically higher leak rates 
from wells in Utah’s Uinta Basin, estimating escaped methane at 9% ± 3% of total production.18   
Notably, these valuable research projects did not include additional leaks from downstream segments of 
the industry, such as transmission and distribution pipelines and processing facilities.   
 

  
                                                
14 Miller, S., et al., Anthropogenic emissions of methane in the United States. Proceedings of the National Academy of 
Sciences (Dec. 10, 2013) (“PNAS Study”), available at http://calgem.lbl.gov/Miller-2013-PNAS-US-CH4-Emissions-
9J5D3GH72.pdf 
15 Miller et al., p. 5. 
16 Brandt, A.R., et al., Methane Leaks from North American Natural Gas Systems. Science, Vol. 343, no. 6172, pp.733-
735 (Feb. 14, 2014). 
17 Petron, et al., A new look at methane and non-methane hydrocarbon emissions from oil and natural gas operations in 
the Colorado Denver-Julesburg Basin. 119:9 J. Geophys. Res. Atmospheres (June 3, 2014), abstract available at 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/2013JD021272/abstract. The second Colorado study is Petron, et al., 
Hydrocarbon emissions characterization in the Colorado Front Range: A pilot study. 117:D4 J. Geophys. Res. 
Atmospheres 4304 (Feb. 21, 2012). 
18 Karion, et al., Methane emissions estimate from airborne measurements over a western United States natural gas 
field. 40:16 Geophysical Research Letters 4393 (Aug. 27, 2013), abstract available at: 
http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/grl.50811/abstract.

 
 

Natural gas production on public 
land, leased out by the US Bureau 
of Land Management, west of the 

Wind River Range, Wyoming. 
 

Photo: Pinedale BLM Field Office.  Public domain via 
Wikimedia Commons. 
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Federal Perspectives Must Change 
 
This evidence makes it clear that, to fully assess the life-cycle impacts of natural gas production, 
consumption, and export, we must examine markets that would purchase and import LNG, and consider 
their local transportation leaks and other fugitive emissions.  Unfortunately, DOE has ignored this.19   
 
Sierra Club et al. also addresses why DOE must do more than simply compare the life-cycle emissions 
of domestic LNG with other fossil fuels to fully analyze production and export impacts.  DOE cannot 
assume that U.S. LNG exports will offer one-for-one displacement of other fossil fuel use overseas.  The 
International Energy Agency (IEA) predicts that U.S. LNG exports would reduce renewable energy 
development in other countries – leading directly to increased greenhouse gas emissions. Similarly, U.S. 
LNG exports may also increase U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.20 
 
One assessment in DOE LNG Life-Cycle shows the complexity and problematic nature of these impact 
analyses: DOE concluded that using U.S. LNG for electricity in China would have higher life-cycle 
greenhouse gas emissions than Chinese coal-based electrical generation during a 20-year timeframe!21 
 
 

Market Economics Alone Cannot Reduce Climate Impacts 
 
Methane, like coal and oil, is a market commodity, with economic benefits and costs.  But its economic 
impacts also are core to energy choices and climate evolution; these three spheres connect.  A study of 
energy-economic-climate interactions led by Haewon McJeon22 of DOE’s own Pacific Northwest 
National Laboratory (PNNL) found that natural gas is not a global climate solution on that basis.  
 
PNNL assembled international cross-disciplinary teams to evaluate the effects of dramatic increases in 
global gas consumption through 2050. The teams evaluated natural gas through five independent 
assessment models, each integrating this three-part energy-economic-climate analysis.  This market-
model study showed that long-term gas expansion escalates the climate crisis because gas would replace 
not only other fossil fuels, but also low-carbon energy sources, including renewable energy.  PNNL also 
notes the key role of fugitive methane emissions.  Most critically, PNNL points out that public policies 
expanding and protecting renewables are vital to prevent the market push for gas superiority.     
 
 
It’s clear from these studies that: 
• DOE LNG Life-Cycle estimates of the natural gas supply chain leak rates are far too low;  
• the EPA also currently underestimates the scope of that problem; and  
• depending on a larger gas sector through the market for fossil fuels cannot protect the climate.   

 
    

An off-grid solar photovoltaic array outside Denver. 
Our technical and economic capabilities are fully 

adequate for complete conversion of our energy supply 
systems through sustainable renewable energy, 
efficiency, and conservation. See note 2 above. 

 
Photo: Ted Gleichman. 

                                                
19 Sierra Club et al., pp. 10-11. 
20 Sierra Club et al., pp. 2-5. 
21 DOE Life Cycle, pp. 14-15. See footnote 10. 
22 McJeon, H., et al., Limited impact on decadal-scale climate change from increased use of natural gas. Nature 
(October 15, 2014), DOI:10.1038/nature13837, abstract available at: 
http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/vaop/ncurrent/pdf/nature13837.pdf.  
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LNG Exports Require More Fracking  
 
LNG export terminals and pipelines proposed for Oregon target markets in Asia, working to lock in 20-
year export contracts.23   One agonizing result of West Coast LNG exports to the Pacific Rim would be 
opening up most of Western North America to much more fracking, long term.   
 
In fact, the Jordan Cove Energy Project proposed in Oregon even highlights that as a major plus, to 
“balance supply and demand…in the current market environment of oversupply and low prices.”  A 
Jordan Cove consultant states, “LNG exports… should be seen as instrumental in providing the 
increased demand to spur exploration and development of gas shale assets in North America.”24  
Projects on U.S. Gulf and Atlantic Coasts will similarly induce much more regional fracking.  
 
 

Climate-Change Mitigation Efforts Would be Undone by LNG Exports   
 
Taken as a whole, the current science makes a compelling case: 
Natural gas production and consumption and LNG exports are not climate solutions.  Oregon 
should reject proposals to make the Pacific Northwest a throughway for fracked-gas exports.  Pipeline 
and terminal proposals on the Gulf and Atlantic Coasts claiming climate benefits are equally misguided.   
 
The bottom line: Urgent near-term action against methane and other high-intensity greenhouse 
gases must parallel the necessary major reductions in direct carbon dioxide output.25   
 

We will negate efforts to curb climate disruption if we permit  
LNG exports and unrestricted natural gas production and consumption. 

 
 
Other relevant information: 
► The Stanford Report published a briefing paper summarizing the Brandt/Stanford study: 
 America's natural gas system is leaky and in need of a fix, new study finds. (February 13, 2014). 
news.stanford.edu/news/2014/february/methane-leaky-gas-021314.html. 
 
► The Washington Post analyzed DOE LNG Life-Cycle:  
Exporting U.S. Natural Gas isn’t as “Clean” as You Think. (June 9, 2014). 
washingtonpost.com/blogs/wonkblog/wp/2014/06/09/exporting-u-s-natural-gas-isnt-as-clean-as-you-think/.  
 
►A Chesapeake Climate Action Network factsheet raises good points about DOE LNG Life-Cycle:  
DOE: US LNG Exports to Asia are Likely Worse Than Coal for the Climate. (June 9, 2014). 
chesapeakeclimate.org/press-releases/doe-u-s-lng-exports-to-asia-are-likely-worse-than-coal-for-the-climate/.  
 
►Scientific American discusses a new NOAA study, from a team led by Stefan Schweitzke of Carnegie 
Mellon University, showing leakage rates double or triple the DOE estimates and Texas findings. The 
article notes, “natural gas fields globally may be leaking enough methane, a potent greenhouse gas, to 
make the fuel as polluting as coal for the climate over the next few decades…” Leaky Methane Makes 
Natural Gas Bad for Global Warming. (June 26, 2014).  
scientificamerican.com/article/leaky-methane-makes-natural-gas-bad-for-global-warming/.  

                                                
23 Snow, N., DOE approves LNG exports to non-FTA countries from Oregon project. Oil & Gas Journal, March 24, 
2014.  This details the 20-year export approval granted conditionally to Veresen, Inc., the Canadian corporation that 
owns the Jordan Cove Energy Project, proposed for Coos Bay, Oregon, and the affiliated Pacific Connector Pipeline 
proposal, which would extend 234 miles from the terminus of the Ruby Pipeline in Malin, Oregon, to Coos Bay. 
24 Jordan Cove Resource Report 1, March 2012, p. 1-4.  
25 Sierra Club et al., pp. 10-12. 
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Note: Other Damages from LNG Exports and Natural Gas Production and Consumption 
The natural gas supply chain and LNG export development cause many other forms of environmental, 
economic, and personal damage not addressed in this synopsis. These include but are not limited to:  
 

• Surface water, ground water, and aquifer pollution from toxic fracking fluids; 
• Massive consumptive water use for drilling and fracking, with the water permanently removed 

from the natural hydrologic cycle (used to extinction); 
• Toxic air pollution beyond fugitive methane emissions; 
• Gas pipeline and LNG terminal construction impacts to forests, rivers, and farms and the people 

and species that depend on them; 
• Corporate use of eminent domain authority against landowners in pipeline routing, eliminating 

other land-use options and causing permanent deprivation for private-sector profit; 
• Increased costs for residential, commercial, and manufacturing gas use from LNG export, partially 

spurred by corporate trade treaties reducing governmental oversight and sovereignty; 
• Massive loss of manufacturing jobs in the United States; 
• Fracking-induced earthquakes;  
• Health and safety risks of explosive facilities; and 
• In Oregon, the planned siting of LNG facilities and pipelines in areas guaranteed to suffer the most 

destructive seismic event and tsunami in U.S. history – and at very high risk of experiencing that 
earthquake and flood during the lifetime of the proposed LNG pipelines and terminals. 
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Testimony & Notes: Portland City Council Resolutions, November 4, 2015 
Crude-by-Rail Restrictions & No New Fossil Fuel Infrastructure 

 
Ted Gleichman* 

 
Focus: No New Fossil Fuel Infrastructure – Whereas #4 

“The extraction and combustion of fossil fuels are significant sources of greenhouse 
gas emissions and major contributors to climate change and pollution.”  

 
Specifically:  

The claim that natural gas and other gaseous hydrocarbons, like propane, are a 
bridge to the future is a myth. 

 
 As Sierra Club Executive Director Michael Brune first put it, gas is not a bridge, it’s a 
gangplank.  We now know with scientific certainty that there is no circumstance under 
which natural gas is a net plus for the planet, for two key reasons: 

 
 1) Methane is the primary component of the toxic brew of gaseous hydrocarbons 
at the wellhead, and is a synonym for post-refinery natural gas.  Methane is the most  
potent naturally-occurring greenhouse gas.  The IPCC assessment is that methane has 86 
times the global warming potential of carbon dioxide over a 20-year period. 
 

2) Methane leaks constantly throughout the supply chain – at the wellhead, from 
pipelines, compressor stations, block valves, consumer distribution networks – and, for 
liquefied natural gas, during liquefaction, transoceanic shipment, re-gasification, and 
final distribution.   
 
Methane is a tiny molecule – CH4, the first hydrocarbon.  These fugitive methane 
emissions can never be fully prevented, because all wells leak, sooner or later, and all 
infrastructure decays.   
 
Because it is so potent, only a tiny percentage of leakage creates huge impact.  The best 
current science is leakage of 3-9%; even cutting this to 1% guarantees – because of 
methane’s potency in global warming potential – that there is no fossil fuels solution to 
the fossil fuels crisis. 
 
[Distribution of Climate Impacts of Natural Gas Production & LNG Exports – two 
documents.] 
 
Please do not let anyone tell you that any of these gases are a plus for the planet.  That is 
completely bogus on every level.   
 
Although propane, for example, is not a greenhouse gas, there is no such thing as a 
propane well: it must be extracted from gaseous or liquid (or occasionally, solid) 
hydrocarbons.  Inevitably, propane production increases methane output and leakage. 
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And, of course, the combustion and consumption of all of these hydrocarbons – including 
those that are not greenhouse gases – generates carbon dioxide.  It is both a trap and a 
falsehood to claim that one fossil fuel is superior to another.   
 
In addition, for these gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons, the fracking used in all new wells 
generates massive amounts of permanent pollution of air, land, and especially water.  
Again, there is no fossil fuels solution to the fossil fuels crisis. 
 
------------------------------------------ 
 
Please also be clear on who we are: 

We are indefatigable. 
We are assiduous, determined, dogged, hard-working, indomitable, industrious, persistent, 
relentless, resolute, single-minded, tenacious, tireless, unfaltering, unflagging, 
unremitting, unshakable, unswerving, untiring, unwavering, unwearied.  

Also, we will not give up.   
 
 
Thank you. 
 
 
* Ted Gleichman 
   503-781-2498 

• Political Director, Climate & Energy Program, Center for Sustainable Economy 
Please see: www.sustainable-economy.org 

• Member, National Strategy Team, Sierra Club Stop Dirty Fuels Initiative 
• Policy Advisor, Oregon Sierra Club Beyond Gas & Oil Team 

 
 



— Oregon Shores Conservation Coalition
— Oregon Wild
— Rogue Riverkeeper
— Sierra Club, National and Oregon
— Western Environmental Law Center
— Waterkeeper Alliance
Since this synopsis was prepared late last year, the Oregon League of Conservation Voters has
 also accepted these arguments.

3) Natural Gas and LNG Exports are NOT “Climate Solutions” (2 pages — attached).
This is a summary of the Climate Impacts Synopsis.

My verbal testimony today (since I defered my 2 minutes on Nov. 4) will focus on the
relationship of these issues to the Oregon Clean Fuels Program.

Thanks for your consideration.
Ted Gleichman



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: Please VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 10:46:48 AM

From: Elizabeth 
Email: egraserlindsey@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

The fossil fuel resolution before you today is extremely important. In my professional life I
 studied meteorology and climatology at the PhD level and I have worked with modeling of
 the atmosphere and environmental physics, research various problems including those related
 to climate change at several universities. As a person I like to avoid needless risk and keep
 myself and my family safe and to work for the common good. In my political involvement I
 request you understand the science of climate change and global warming and its driver the
 burning of fossil fuels and express the wisdom to put in place policies that protect us as much
 as your local jurisdiction allows. Action should have been taken decades ago to avoid our
 civilization passing the tipping points of climate change. It is urgent that you act now.

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and well being of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth



From: murph1949@aol.com
To: Council Clerk – Testimony; Commissioner Fish; Commissioner Saltzman; novick@portlandoregon.gom;

Commissioner Fritz; Hales, Mayor
Subject: [User Approved] Fossil fuel infrastructure ban
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 8:54:52 AM

Thank you for your support last week for the ban on fossil fuel rail traffic. 
Please vote Thursday for the ban on fossil fuel infrastructure in Portland, for the health and safety of the
 city and people who live here. I have my fingers crossed that the wisdom of our elected leaders will
 prevail over the profits of fossil fuel companies.Thank you.
Donna Murphy
2134 NE 37 Ave.
Portland



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 2:51:42 PM

From: Patricia 
Email: geshin@hevanet.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Patricia



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 1:34:02 PM

From: Catherine 
Email: katiesireno@hotmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Catherine



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 1:19:27 PM

From: Michelle 
Email: meeshellwood@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Michelle



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 12:56:33 PM

From: Tyler 
Email: twhitneyosu@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Tyler



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 12:36:04 PM

From: Gordon 
Email: gordon@rivercity-tech.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Gordon



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 12:34:59 PM

From: Helen 
Email: helenacallis@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Helen



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:51:20 AM

From: Sylvan 
Email: lenrivers@hotmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Sylvan



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:31:33 AM

From: Christine 
Email: christine@christinebrautigam.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Christine



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:27:54 AM

From: Johanna 
Email: johanna.wearsch@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Johanna



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:19:53 AM

From: Nora 
Email: nora.mattek@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Nora



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:09:04 AM

From: Wade 
Email: wade.worthington@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Wade



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:02:22 AM

From: Nancy 
Email: nancypfeiler6@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Nancy



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 10:56:30 AM

From: Stephanie 
Email: steph@mentalslapstick.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Stephanie



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 10:48:30 AM

From: Hans 
Email: westh3@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways. It is high time that we get serious about reducing our
 dependance on fossil fuels.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Hans



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 9:42:30 AM

From: Deborah 
Email: deblev@teleport.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways. After 15 years of working within the City, I am excited
 to use my voice as a member of the community. In the days leading up to the summit in Paris,
 Portland has a unique opportunity to set an example of local responsibility for protecting the
 wellbeing of present and future generations.

Please do take this opportunity seriously. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our
 City’s values, vision and goals in the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to
 create healthy, equitable, resilient and prosperous communities.

I urge the Council to pass the Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and
 Commissioner Fritz on November 12th and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our
 neighborhoods and residents by passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil
 fuel transport or storage infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Deborah Lev

Deborah



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 9:37:57 AM

From: Austin 
Email: austin.muller@icloud.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Austin



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 9:26:37 AM

From: Polly 
Email: pollyp_waller@yahoo.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Polly



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 8:40:02 AM

From: Jim 
Email: jkleinpdx@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Jim



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 8:32:19 AM

From: Piper 
Email: piperlinnash@gmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

As a medical student in Portland, resident of SE Portland, and member of Physicians of Social
 Responsibility I am obviously very concerned about the impact of climate change and coal/oil
 use on human health. I cross train tracks on my bike ride to school and every time I am
 stopped by a train carrying oil tanks I feel fear. Many of these train cars have exploded and it
 could happen in a densely populated city like Portland. Please vote YES on the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution.

Sincerely,

Piper



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 8:31:44 AM

From: Paul 
Email: halothane55@hotmail.com

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Paul



From: 350PDX
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: VOTE YES on the Fossil Fuel Resolution
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 8:25:08 AM

From: Peggy 
Email: peggy-murphy@comcast.net

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council --

I strongly support the City of Portland resolution opposing new fossil fuel infrastructure in
 Portland and surrounding waterways.

The Fossil Fuel Resolution (#1157) is an opportunity to put an end to new dangerous fossil
 fuel projects that jeopardize the health, safety and wellbeing of Portland’s residents,
 neighborhoods and surrounding waterways.

From extraction to transportation to storage to combustion, fossil fuels pose a threat to
 watersheds, air quality, human health and climate stability. Current proposals throughout the
 region for new pipelines, rail lines and terminals would drastically increase the volume of
 coal, oil and gas in the Portland area, exposing Portland residents to direct and immediate
 risks from train derailment and storage tank explosions, dangerous pipeline leaks and toxic
 coal dust. The Fossil Fuel resolution is consistent with our City’s values, vision and goals in
 the Portland-Multnomah County Climate Action Plan to create healthy, equitable, resilient
 and prosperous communities.

For these reasons and more it is imperative that the City of Portland pass the Fossil Fuel
 Resolution (#1157) introduced by Mayor Hales and Commissioner Fritz on November 12th
 and to codify a legally binding policy that protects our neighborhoods and residents by
 passing a comprehensive ban on all new or expanded fossil fuel transport or storage
 infrastructure in Portland and it’s surrounding waterways.

Sincerely,

Peggy



From: Leland Block
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:23:47 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Leland Block
3565 NE Mathison Pl
Portland, OR 97212



From: Kathy Bangertt
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 11:16:13 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Kathy Bangertt
4540 SE Taylor St
Portland, OR 97215
5032398149



From: Shaun Hassel
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 10:36:49 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,
Shaun Hassel

Shaun Hassel
1604 NE 50th Ave
Portland, OR 97213
503-477-0469



From: Nora Polk
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 10:28:34 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Nora Polk
6405 SE 62nd Ave
Portland, OR 97206
5037715209



From: Linda Jauron-Mills
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 9:19:10 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Linda Jauron-Mills
9536 N Todd
Portland, OR 97203



From: Steve Lanigan
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 9:15:42 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Steve Lanigan
4137 N Overlook Blvd
Portland, OR 97217



From: Timothy Ford
To: Council Clerk – Testimony
Subject: [User Approved] I support the fossil fuel policy resolution!
Date: Thursday, November 12, 2015 8:41:52 AM

Dear Mayor Hales and Members of the Portland City Council:

I strongly support the City of Portland’s resolution to adopt a landmark, binding policy to prohibit new fossil fuel
 transport infrastructure in Portland. The fossil fuel export policy shows that the City is serious about curbing
 dangerous greenhouse gas emissions. Rather than allowing Portland to become a throughway for dirty fossil fuels,
 the fossil fuel policy resolution empowers the City to lead the region towards a cleaner energy future. I also support
 the resolution opposing dangerous oil trains.

I urge the City Council to establish a fossil fuel export policy that opposes all projects that increase risky, polluting
 fossil fuel transportation and storage. The City of Portland can help to protect our communities from oil and
 propane train hazards, the Columbia River from oil spills, and our climate from increased fossil fuel consumption,
 by adopting the fossil fuel export policy resolution.

Portland can walk the talk. This resolution is another positive step in the city’s effort to reduce our consumption and
 investment in fossil fuels. Strongly opposing the export of dirty fuel through our city is a critical and necessary
 action.

Sincerely,

Timothy Ford
950 Lloyd Cntr.
P.M.B. #129
Portland, OR 97232
(503) 234-4877


